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PREFACE 

The work: presented in this thesis has been carried out by the author as a research 

scholar under the supervision of Prof. M Sabir, in the Depe.rtment of Physics, 

CUSAT. The thesis addresses BOme recent problems in the primordial synthesis of 

light elements in the early universe based on the sta.nda.rd hot big-bag theory a.nd 

some related questions. 

The recent advances in the observational arena, ha.ve Led to a revision of the 

primordial abundances of Light elements like H, zH, sH, SHe, 4He, 7Li in the Universe. 

11 is the aim of the fltandard big bang nucleosymhesis (SBBN) theory to predict 

these abundances thus to obtain the va.Lue of the baryon-to-photon ratio rJ of the 

present Universe. The other two parameters apa.M from rJ are number of light 

neutrinos a.nd neutron life time, which are derived from experimenta.L results. 

There have been reports that the latest values of the abunda.nces of deuterium 

(D), Tritium eH), helium-3 eH e) and helium-4 (4He) predicted by the theory do 

not agree with the observed values for a unique range of rJ. One of the aim of our 

work: is to check: this claim in the light of latest input pa.ra.meters such as neutron life 

time, reaction rates etc. With a modified numerical cord, we find that discrepe.ncy 

is there a.nd it is shared by lithium-7 (1Li) also. Even though the discrepa.ncy is 

Dot very large, it is considerable a.nd has the undesirable consequence that it can 



predict more than one values of f/ for our Universe. The removal of this discrepa.ncy 

calls for some essential changes in the scena.rio of SBBN. 

The inhomogeneous nucleosynthesis model based on first order quark-hadron 

phase transition in the early Universe, is an a.l1erna.1ive scenario which has been 

extensively a.na.lysed in the la.s"t decade. Another cl888 of models include neutrino 

degeneracy effects and neutrino masses. In this thesis we present our work in 

nucleosynthesis calculation and related aspects in these alternative models. 

The contents of the thesis are orga.nised as follows: In cha.pter 1, is given a.n 

introduction to the theory of sta.ndard big-bang nucleosynthesis, an.d a review of 

the method of inferring the values of the primordial abundance of various light 

elements like D, 3R, SHe, 4He, 7Li etc. 

In chapter 2 we present the method of calculating the reaction rates of the 

va.rious rea.ctions of cosmological interest based on the method of astrophysical S

rador formalism. Here we report our work on the calcula.tion of the rate of the 

rea.ction 7Li(a, n)llB, which is a very important reaction in the forma.1ion of the 

elements hea.vier than 7LL The calcula.110n is ba.sed on the latest data obtained 

by Boyd et al. The rea.ction ra.te ob1a.ined by us leads to a small reduction in the 

primordial abundance of 7LL 
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In cha.pter a is presented our work about the modifica.1ion of the Wagoner's 

numerical code for calculating the primordial abunda.nce of the light elements. In 

Wagoners origina.l code allthermodyna.mic functions are evaluated approximately. 

In order to increase the accura.cy, we cha.nged all these approximate evaluations 

with exact numerical calculation. We ha.ve updated the code by incorporating the 

late81 resul18 of reaction rates. By using our modified code and wring the latest 

value of neutron lif~time, we did recalculation of the primordial abundances of the 

light elemen18. By compe.ring our calculated resul18 with the observed values of the 

a.bundances, we find tha.tthe ahunda.nces of light elements &.re not in agreement 

with the observed values for unique range of '1 values. This shows tha.t the SBBN 

model is in trouble. Then we present our work regarding the removal of this dis

crepe.ncy by including neutrino degeneracy. By including a sma.ll elec1ron-neutrino 

degeneracy we find that the discrepancy ca.n be removed. We also present here 

our investigations on the ef£ec18 of massive neutrinos on primordial nucleosynthesis. 

Presence of maaJive neutrino can increase the neutron-proton ratio and thus the 4He 

a.bunda.nce. But this increase C&ll be brought down by the neutrino degenera.cy: The 

works done a.bove are of extensive computationa.l1ypes, which do not reveal fully the 

physics of the process. In order to bring out the physics very clear, we a.lso present 

a.n approximate analytical a.na.lysis of the neutrino degenerated nucleosynthsis. 

In chapter 4 we present our work about the possibility of Mini-inflation prior 

to the qua.rk-ha.dron transition in the early Univ:erse. Fir81 order quark-ha.dron 

transition is considered as a candidate for introducing inhomogeneity in the early 

Universe prior to the nucleosynthesis. On 81udying the characteris1ic of thls tra.n-
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si1ion we find tha.t 1here is a. possibili1y of mini-infla.tion just before the 1ra.nsition, 

which ma.y dilu1e 1he inhomogeneity in such a. wa.y tha.tthe proceeding nucleosyn

thesis will n01 be a.ffeded considera.bly. We a.lso no1e 1he possibility of min~infla.1ion 

wi1hou1 supercooling. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction to standard Big-bang 
theory and primordial 
nucleosynthesis 

The standard cosmological model is the hot big bang model. The important points 

of observational supports for this model are: 

(i) Hubble expansion of the Universe, 

(ii) Existence of the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR), 

(Hi) Abundance of the light elements. 

The distribution of matter in the Universe is assumed to be homogeneous and 

isotropic on a sufficiently large scale as indicated by the distribution of galaxies. 

This high degree of isotropy exhibited by CMBR provides further evidence for the 

spatial isotropy. 
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The standa.rd model 8B8UIIle8 a. homogeneous and isotropic Universe which is 

described by the Friedma.nn-RobeMson-Wa.lker (FRW) metric [2,3,1,8,91 

where (t, r, (J, </I) are the comoving distance, R(t) is the cosmic sca.l.e £actor and 

the k is a curvatui-epa.rameter. By an appropriate rescal.ing of the coordinates k 

can assume values +1, -1 or O. For k = +1, the Universe is finite but unbounded, 

essentia.lly a three sphere of radius R. The other two cases describe spa.ce of infinite 

volume, k=O being fiat and k=-l being one of nega.tive curva.ture. 

For an expa.nding UniverBe, the Bubbles law, is 1he kinema1ica.l consequence of 

1he FRW metric. Bubbles law [1) S8.YIJ tha1 a.ll galaxies are receding from each o1her, 

a.nd 1he velocl.1y of receBBion of a gala.xy is proporliona.l 10 1he distance from 1he 

observer. The const811t of proportiona.lity known BB the Bubbles constant gives the 

expe.nsion ra.te of the Universe. The measured va.lue of the Bubbles coIUJt811t at the 

present epoch, Ho with its unceI1ainties in measurements ranges between 50 and 

100 km/s/Mpc. Beaw819 of its uncertainty, one usually denotes Ho by ko in uni1s 

of 100 km/s/Mpc, where 0.4 ::; ho ::; 1.0. One of the implications of the Bubbles 

law is the finiteness of the age of the Universe to ~ Ho 1
• This mea.ns that at a finite 

time in the past aI.l1he constituents of the Universe must have been concentrated 

a.t a point. In the big bang model it is 8BBumed that Universe started expe.nding 

from such a singular state which was extremely hot and dense. 
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The dynamics of the Universe is detennined by the EinBteins field equation (10) 

(1.2) 

where R,w is the Ricci tensor, R the Ricci sca.la.r, glW the metric, G the Newton's 

gra.vita.tional consta.n:t, TIW the energy-momentum tensor a.nd A the c08mologicaJ. 

constant. Since during the nucleosynthesis era. the A is not significa.nt, we will not 

consider it a.ny more. The energy-momentum tensor T~ comprises of all the forms 

of energy a.nd mass we ca.n 8B8ume in the Universe. The solution for this equation 

for the dynamics of the Universe will depend on the choice of the energy-momentum 

tensor. For a.n istropic a.nd homogeneous Universe with a. FRW metric, the tensor 

T ~ must be a. diagona.l one [2,3,4,5] a.nd the nonva.nishing space components equaJ. 

to ea.ch other I 

TIW = diAg (rxl',-P, -P, -p) (1.3) 

where p is the energy dewrity a.nd P the pressure, which are functions of time. 

With this choice Einstein equation (1.2) yield the following two equations for 'the 

evolution of the sca.le fa.ctor [2,3]. 

3R = - 41rG ( p + 3P) R (1.4) 

a.nd 

RH. + 2R?- + 2k = 411" G ( P - P) ~ (1.5) 

If the equa.tions (1.4) a.nd (1.5) a.re combined to elimina.te R, the result is a. first 

order equation in R 

(1.6) 
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which is ca.lled as Friedmann equation. In a.ddition to this the energy conservation 
S 

yields the equation d (e K ~ ) + X cl It ~ 0 
dp d 1l c.2. tAt: 

R 3 dt = dt [R 3 (p + ~] (1. 7) 

Equations (1.6) and (1.7) can be solved by using suita.ble equations of states con

necting pressure a.nd energy density. Assuming that initia.l.ly the radiation energy 

dominated over the matter energy, the equation of state is 

p 
p=-

3 
(1.8) 

Neglecting the curva.ture effect it follows from (1.7) tha.t the energy density of the 

radiation domina.ted phase beha.ves as 

p ex R-4 (1.9) 

This leads to the connection between the swe fador and age of the radiation 

dominated Universe &8, 

(1.10) 

During the matter domina.ted phase pressure P = 0 and 

p ex R-5 (1.11) 

The corresponding equation which connects the scale factor to age of the Universe 

is 

R ex t'l13 (1.12) 

As Universe expa.ndsthe energy density of the radiation decreases faster than that of 

the non-rela.tiviBtic matter. But this difference in the decrease of the energy density 

will not manifest until the rate of therma.ll.sation falls short of the expa.nsion rate of 
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the Universe. When this ha.ppens the radiation and matter will thermally decou

ple from ea.ch other and consequently the Universe will change from the radiation 

dominated phase to the rna.tter domina,ted phase. 

The expansion rate of the Universe is controlled by the total energy density of 

the Universe. This total energy density comprises the energy denaty due to the 

photons a.nd other pa.Micle species present in the Universe, like elec1rons, positrons, 

neutrinos, antineutrinos, nucleons etc. For k=O, one ca.n define a critical energy 

density Pc aB, 

Pc = 8 1f' G (1.13) 

In terms of the present value of the Bubble constant, Pc = 1.88 h.~ x 10-29 9 cm-3
• 

We also define a parameter (} known 8.B the densny pa.rameter BB 

P 0=-
Pc 

In terms of () the Friedma.nn equa1ion can be wri1ten 8.B 

le 
(0 - 1) JIl = R2 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

For 0 > I, k = +1 corresponds to a closed Universe. 1£ 0 < I, k = -1 the Universe 

is open, which expands for ever and 0 = 1 corresponds 10 a Bat Universe wi1h k = 

o. 

The age of the Universe is allllO determined by the total energy density through 

the Friedma.nn equation. For the ra.dia.tion dominated phase of the Universe, the 
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age ca.n be written for le = 0 BB 

( 
3 )112 

t = 3211" G P + constant (1.16) 

Similarly one ca.n determine the age of the matter domina.ted phase also. For exa.ct 

age determina.tion it is needed a.ccount for both the ra.dia.tion 8lld matter energy 

densities. The present age of the Universe is thought to be in the range 10 to 20 

Gyr. 

1.1 Thennal Evolution of the Universe 

The early Universe was to a good a.pproxima.tion in thermal equilibrium.. The 

subsequent dep&r1ures from the equilibrium ca.uses the forma.tion of the different 

structures in the ea.rly Universe. A panicle species depart from the thermal equi

librium when its interaction with the other particles lag behind the expa.nsion rate 

of the Universe. During thermal equilibrium the rea.ction ra.te is a. function of sev

eral ~riables including temperature. The expansion rate is however a function of 

temperature alone. 

According to the second law of thermodynamics, the entropy of the particles at 

temperature T in a. volume V is [2,3] 

dS =-= ~ {d(P 11) + PeW} (1.17) 
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where p and Pare 1he equilibrium energy densi:ty a.nd pressure. By 1he in1egrabili1y 

condi1ion, 

tP s fPs 
= 

ffI' 8V 8V fir 

The energy densi1y a.nd pressure 1hen be rela1ed aB 

dP 1 
- = - {p+l1 
ell' T 

Energy conserva.1ion rela.1ion (1.7) ca.n 1hen be wri1.1en aB 

:r[~ (p+~] = O. 

(1.18) 

(1.19) 

(1.20) 

The quanti1y ~p+ PJ/Tis no1hing bu11he en1ropy per comoving volume S, aB C8ll 

be proved from equaiioDB (1.17) 8lld (1.19). Equa1ion(1.20 implies 1ha.1 the entropy 

per comoving volume is a consta.nt under the thermal equilibrium condition. During 

the radiation dominated phase, 1he constituent particles &re highly relativistic such 

tha.t the energy densi1y is 

p cc -.r- (1.21) 

By entropy conservation law 1he corresponding evolution of the scale fa.ctor R with 

tempera.ture is 

R cc r-l (1.22) 

This condition known aB 1he adiahaiic condition, holds true through out 1he history 

of the e&rly Universe. 

At very high tempera.ture the Universe consisted of photons, lep1oDS, nucleons 

a.nd meSODB a.nd their antiparticles. As 1he temperatunl dropped below l012K the 
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muons a.nnihila.te with their a.ntipa.rticles. During the further expansion the maln 

events tha.t took pla.ce a.re the decoupling of neutrinos &round T ~ 2 X 1011 K, pair 

a.nnihila.tion of et pairs, the freezing out of the neutron-to-proton number density 

ra.tio a.nd subsequently the rynthesis orthe light nuclei a.t a.bout lOsK. Due to further 

cooling the Universe cha.nged over from the ra.dia.tion domina.ted phase to ma.tter 

domina.ted phase a.t a.bout T~ 4000K, followed by the decoupling of ra.dia.tion a.nd 

matter. The energy of the decoupled ra.dia.tion was then red shifted due to expa.nsion 

of the Universe, its present tempera.ture being a.bout 2.1 K. 

The evolution of the thermodynamic functions like energy density, number den

sity, pressure etc of the different parlicle species &re BB follows. In equilibrium 

condition the photons will obey the Pla.nck distribution [1,2,11,15) 

(1.23) 

where E7 is the photon energy a.nd T7 is the photon tempera.ture. The total energy 

density of the photons ca.n then be written as [l1J, 

(1.24) 

The to1a.1 number density of the photons (11,16) 

n., = r. rr,(E,) dE., = ~ C'::')' ,(3) = 2.00872 x 10'" To' cm-' (1.25) 

This corresponds to 3.99 x 1028 (Tg/2.7)3 photons per cm3, which is very large 

compared to the ba.ryon density in a. Universe with critical energy density equal 

to the ba.ryon density. Hence the Universe is domina.ted by photons. The ra.tio of 
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the ba.ryonic number density to the photonic number density, '1 is related to the 

buyonic component of the density para.meter 0. as, 

O. - 3.5569 X 107 t'/ h~ (~~)3 (1.26) 

(T9)! 
2.1 

where ho is the present value of the Hubble's consta.nt in units of 100 km/sec/Mpc 

[2). The pressure of the photon gaB is 

(1.21) 

The thermodynamic functions of the other particles like electrons, positrons, 

neutrinos, anti neutrinos etc ca.n be determined using the following distribution 

function [3,11] 

(1.28) 

where i refers to the pa.rticuia.r species, p is the momentum, 9i is the spin multiplicity 

(which is 2 for electron, 2 for photons a.nd 1 for neutrinos), & = Jgc2 + t'7Iic4, is 

the energy of the ,'" particle of rest m8.IIJ t'7Ii, ~ is the chemical potential a.nd k8 

is the Boltzma.n consta.n1. The + sign is for fermions and - sign is for bOlJOns. In 

equilibrium t he number density of a.ny species i is 

lit = f na(p) dp (1.29) 

the energy density is 

(1.30) 
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and the pressure is given by the relation 

(1.31) 

Using the a.bove general prescription we obtain the thermodynamic functions for 

the connituent p8J1icles of the early UniverEJe as follows. The total energy density 

of the electrons is 

C
2

(Pe- + Pcr+) = f p2 2~h3 ge (e<B..-~~ •• T + 1 + e<~-f~~ •• T + 1) Be(P) dp 

(1.32) 

For zero chemical potential (IJ = 0) as ILIIBUmed in the earlier works [15,16,21,22,J, 

the a.bove equa.tion ca.n be expanded in terms of the BeEBel function as, 

Pc- + Pe+ = 15.56 Tg
4 [M(z) - 1~M(2z) + ...... ] 9 cm-3 (1.33) 

where z = meil/kBT= 5.92986 /Tg, a.nd 

M(z) = [K3(Z) + ~Kl(Z)l 

_ 2 (Z)ft 
Kft(z) = (n _ 1)! '2 Kft(z) 

and K,,(z) is the modified function. In the ultra.rela.tivistic limit, that is when T 

> mer?/kB = 5.92986 x 109K, the ~ pairs are in thermal equilibrium with the 

photons. During that stage the energy density of the electrons ca.n be represented 

in terms of the photon density as 

(1.34) 

The pressure of the electron gaB can be written as (16] 
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In the ultra.rela.1ivistic limit 

(1.36) 

The number density of the electrons is 

cm-3 (1.37) 

The difference in the numbers of the elec1rons a.nd positrons has got a. special 

signiflca.nce. 11 gives the ne1 number of elec1roDB over their antiparticles which wiU 

equal to the total nega.1ive charge in the Universe. Since the total cha.rge of the 

Universe is 8B8UID.ed to be zero, there wiU be an equal number of positive charge 

a.lso. So by 8B8UlD.ing cha.rge conserva.tion, the net number of the electrons per unit 

volume can be rela.ted to the ba.ryon number density BB [11,16] 

(1.38) 

where Xi, Ai 8Jld ~ &.re the mass fra.ction, IIl&SB' number a.nd a.tomic number of the 

;tit species of the nuclei 8Jld N A is the Avoga.dro number. 

Next importBJrt constituent of1he ea.rly Universe is the neutrino. 11 is a. massles, 

weakly intera.c1ing pa.rUcle, with spin equal to (1/2). There &re two types of neu

trinos, Ma.jor8Jl8. 8Jld Di1"8£ types. Recent experiments on double beta. decay shows 

that the neutrinos in the early Universe &re of Ma.jora.na. 'type. There &re S "types 

of neutrinos a.coording to the recent experimental evidence [23,25,26,146] they &re 

the electron-neutrino, the muon-neutrino, 8Jld ta.on-neut ri no. These ha.ve corre-

sponding a.ntiparlicles also. By 8B8uming tha.t the neutrinos a.re non-degenera.te, 
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the energy density of a.ny one species, say 1he 1he electron type can be eva.lu.a1ed 

as, 

7 -2 T4 - Sac " (1.39) 

= 7.36593 Ta: 9 cm-3 

where T 119 is 1he 1empera1ure of 1he neu1rinos in uni1s of I()9K. The tempera1ure of 

the neu1rinos are differen1 from 1hat of pho10ns after 1he pair annihilation of the 

ef pairs. This is because of 1he complete 1ransference of 1he en1ropy of e± pairs to 

the photons due 10 1heir pair annihila1ion. Since 1he neutrinos will decouple fonn 

the thermodynamic equilibrium long before the e± anni hi la.1ion , they will n01 able 

to share 1he entropy due to the pair annihila1ion. The neutrinos decouple from 

the thermodynamic equilibrium at a tempera1ure T = 2.1 x lOlDK (11) when the 

universal expansion rate overta.kes the interaction rate of the neutrinos wi1h the rest 

of the Universe. Even after the decoupling 1he neutrino 1emperature will evolve as 

T <X Itl. After pair a.nnihila.1ion of elec1rons~neutrino 1empera1ure will be little 

less than tha1 of the photons. The exa.c1 decrease of 1he neu1rino tempera1ure 

relative 10 photon temperature can be calculated from 1he la.w of the constancy 

of the entropy density. At high temperature almos't a.ll particles are relativistic in 

cha.ra.c1er. During such a s'tage the to1a.l. energy density of the Universe ca.n be 

expreBSed in 1erms of the pho1on densi1y as, 

(1.40) 

where g8/1 is 1he efFec1ive spin multiplicity fa.c1or given as [11) 

(T6)4 7 (TI) 4 
2 0./1 = L 0, T + 8 0./1 T (1.41) 
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where the subscript b(f) denote bosons (fermions). Before electron-positron a.nnl

hilation T, = 7j = T, hence g./J becomes 

g.ll - ~ (9-r + ~ (g.- + g.+ + g ... + g~ + gJl .. + g., .. + g..., + g~)) (1.42) 

35 43 
- 1+8"=8" 

In this sum we include the photons, electrons, the three types of neutrinos and 

their antiparticles. Since the expa.nsion of the Universe is adiahatic the entropy 

per comoving volume remains a constant. So if any species annihilate in to photons 

their entropy will be transferred to photons and hence the photons temperature will 

be increased. This increase in temperature is shared by the other particles also if 

there is thermodynamic equilibrium. Since the neutrinos are decoupled vwell before 

h . 'hila; . f elLLhi h f' I' 1.._. t e pa.lr anru :hon 0 neutr nos, t e constancy 0 entropy Imp les tUlLt, 

(1.43) 

where Ta is the tempera.ture before the annihilation of the e± pa.irs and TI is tem

perature afler the annihilation process. After putting the required values in the 

a.bove equation we get [2,3,15,16) 

~ = - = 1.401 T, (11)1/3 

Tt 4 
(1.44) 

The initial temperature will be identical to the temperature of the decoupled neu

trinos, then the above equation shows that afler the palr annihilation the neutrino 

1empera.ture is related to the photon temperature a.s 

T7 = 1.401 TJI (1.45) 
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which impUes a 40% increase in the photon temperature over the neutrino temper

ature. H the present day photon temperature is assumed to be 2.75 K. then the 

decoupled primordial neutrinos have a present temperature 1.96 K. 

The prefBure of the neutrinos can be writ1en BB 

1 
P." = 3 p.,c (1.46) 

To ge1the total energy densi'\y and pressure of a.llthe neutrinos it is enough to 

mul'\iply the above equa.tions of energy densny and pressure with a faclor 3. 

Baryon density Pt can be calcula.ted by the relation. P6 = h~. Because of the 

nucleosynthesis the ba.ryon energy density will be modified. Au correct equation for 

baryon density by taking account of the nucleosymhesiB prOCeeIJ is given by Wagoner 

[16] BB, 

(1.47) 

where MtJ = I .66043 X 10-24 g is the atomic m8B8' unit, , = 1.388 X 10-4 ,Il.Mi is the 

mass excess of the species; produced during the primordial nucleosynthesis. and l'i 

is the ahund811ce of the .oU. species. The las1term in the above equation represents 

the kinetic energy comribution. The Baryon pressure is then written as 

(1.48) 

By knowing the form of the thermodynamic quantities, we CM study the nature 

of the va.riation of the ma.i.n variables in the theory, which will be useful later for 
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calcula.ting the primordial ahundance of the light elements. They are TB, h and ~e, 

the chemical potential of 1he elec1ron. The varia.tion of TB can be ca.lcul.a.ted BB, 

dI'9 drldt 
dt = dr / cll'g 

(1.49) 

where r= lnJl3, and dr/dt ::a 3B. The quantity dr/dTa ca.n be evaluated from the 

principle of conservation of energy. The law of conservation of energy is as given by 

the equa.1ion (1.1). This equation can be modified by taking account of the energy 

introduced due to the nucleeosynthesis process as (16) 

d ( ) P dR' ~dp - pRJ + -- + 1(,-- == 0 
dt Cl dt dt 'P-=CGfUt. 

(1.50) 

where p is the total energy density after the neutrinos were decoupled, that is 

P = Pe + p..,+ ~ (1.51) 

a.nd p is the corresponding presBUre. 

(1.52) 

Now dr/dTg can be obtained as (16) 

dr _ _ drlctrg + dPe/cll'g + dp./cll'g (1.53) 
Dg - p.., + 'P7/c2 + P" + Ptl/C2 + 'P6/C2 + C, .. ;.) (dPtldtlTg + dpeldtITg)' 

The time evolution of the h parameter is given by 

dh = -3h [..!. dR + 2.. d19] 
dt Rdt Tgdt . 

(1.54) 

The time evolution of the chemical potential can be obtained as 

dtPe ape Dg ape dr ape dS -=--+--+--
dt 81'g dt dr dt 8S dt 

(1.55) 

where S = El Z, Ya. 
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1.2 Primordial nucleosynthesis 

It was Alpher, Bethe and Ga.mow [13} who were the first to consider the primordial 

production of the light elements in the Friedma.nn Universe. Two years later Fermi 

and Turkevich [14} did a similar work. In these earlier works it was assumed tha.t 

essentia.lly all the ba.ryons are neutrons and ba.ryon density of the form 

(1.56) 

where the parameter h is flxed by BBtJUming the value of the ba.ryon-t~photon 

number density ratio .", and Tg is the temperature in units of loBK. Later Hayashi 

[17} proposed tha.t initial baryon density would consists of mainly neutrons and 

protons, the nucleons, which are in thermal equilib~ium with ea.ch other at high 

temperatures through the weak imera.ction. A set back to the elU'lier approaches was 

that due to the well known difficut\y at m8B8 numbers 5 and 8. Hayashi and Nishida 

[18] made an attempt to overcome this by proposing triple alpha. rea.ction, acHe -+ 

C12. But their solution had the drawba.ck that, the reaction needs a high ba.ryon 

density, which will in turn over produce other light elements and also predict higher 

abundance for elements heavier than carbon which was a.ga.inst the experimenlal 

evidence. Due to these difficulties the hope on primordial synthesis of elements was 

doomed for a short period in the fifties. The approach was resurreded with work 

of Fowler and Hoyle (19). They showed that lhe observed helium abundance in the 

Universe can no1; be accounted for by the stellar nucleosynthesis alone and implies 

the necesn.ry reviva.l of the possibility of oosmological origin of lighl el~ents. By 

their primordial abundance theory Fowler and Hoyle [19] predided an a.bundance of 
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"He a.bou1 27%, which re1rict 1he h-pe.ra.m.eter 10 a.bou1 10-4. In 1he mean 1ime 1he 

discovery of 1he microwa.ve ba.ckground ra.dia.1ion by Penzias a.nd Wilson [20), ga.ve 

strong support 10 1he s1anda.rd big-ba.ng 1heory based on 1he lIfiedma.nn Universe 

which in 1urn supported 1he 1heory of primordla.l nucleoBymhesis. 

One of 1he main process 1hrough which 1he primordial nucleosynthesis proceeds 

is1he frrezing ou1 of 1he neu1ron-1o-pro10n ra,1io. Neu1rons a.nd pro10ns are in 1her

mal equilibrium a,1 high 1empera,1ure, T 101DK. The equilibrium was kept be1ween 

1hem 1hrough 1he following weak in1eracliollB [17) 

(1.57) 

During 1hermal equilibrium 1he number densi1ies of neu1rollB a.nd pr010ns &.re 

slightly difFeren1 due 10 difference in 1heir masses. The rela.1ive DUmber density is 

given by 1he rela.1ion (16] 

(1.58) 

where ~m = 1.293 Mev /c'-, the rest mass difference be1weet1 neutron and pr010n. 

During thermal equilibrium 1he total ra.1es of 1he reactions which convert neu1rons 

in to protons is almost equal to total ra,te of the reactions which convert protons 
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into neutrons. The rate of the conversion of proton into neutron is about A(P -+ 

n) = 4 x 10-6 t~ sec-I. The reaclion rate A(n -+ p) and A(P -+ n) are written as 

the sum. of the rates of the individual reactions as, 

and 

a.nd the individual reaclion rates can be calculated BB [16,27) 

_ _ -1 [ f(f - q)l Vf2 - 1 
A(n-+e +,,+p) = (rAo) I [l+e:tp(-f.z:)] {l+exp[(f-q).z;,]} dE. (1.61) 

J: f(e. - q)2 Vf2 - 1 dE 
A(n + e+ -+ iI + p) = (r Ao)-1 1 (1 + ezp(u)] {I + ezp[( -E. + q)z;,]} . (1.62) 

_ -1 [ f.(E. - q)2 Jf.2 - 1 
A(n + ,,-+ e + p) = (r Ao) I [1 + ezp( -a)] {I + exp[(e. _ q).z;,]} tit. (1.63) 

(1.64) 

\(p +) ( L)-l J: f.(f. - q)2 J/i - 1 ..L (l.D !::) 
'" +" -+ e + n = r "0 [ ()] { [() '" 1} Uf. U\J 1 1 + ezp -a 1 + exp E. + q ~ 

(1.66) 

In the original evaluation due to Wagoner [15,16] these integarls are approximated 

in terms of the modified Bessel func1ions. In the above equations q = Am/rn., 

z" = rn.Cl/kBT, r is the mean life time of the neutron under laboratory conditions 

and Ao is defined BB 

(1.67) 
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which has a. value 1.636 {16}. In Wogoner's original work "these in"tegral is a.Jso 

a.pproxima."ted in "terms of "the modified Bessel funC'tions. 

The a.bunda.nce of 4He is very much sensi"tive "to "the freezing ou"t value nip ra."tio 

compa.red "to "the o"ther elemen"ts. The freezing value of nip is in "turn depend on "the 

freezing ou"t"tempera."ture of1he wea.k intera.ction. Higher "the freeze ou"t"tempera."ture, 

higher will be "the value of nip ra."tio. Pra.C'tica.lly a.ll"the a.va.ila.ble neu"trons will be 

proceS8ed in "to 4He. 

The primordial nucleosynthesis process is begin wi"th "the forma."tion of deuterium 

form neu"tron a.nd pra\on "through "the rea.C'tion n+ p -+ D+-y. Due "to "the low binding 

(2.225 Mev) energy a.nd la.rge pho"to dissocia."tion cross sec"tion, "the deu"terium (D) 

is pho"to dissocia."ted BB BOon BB i"t is formed beca.use of "the presence of large number 

of high energy pho"tons a."t high "tempera."ture. This prevents "the forma."tion of "the 

next hea.vy elemen"tslike "tri"tium a.nd helium. This is "the well known deu"terium bo1-

lleneck. As "the Universe expe.nds"the "tempera."ture decrease hence more deu1erium 

will be formed due "to una.va.i.la.bili1y of the high energy photons. Hence deu"terium 

sta.rts building up a.t a.bou"t Tg 'V 1. This will set "the pla.tfonn for fonna.tion of 

next hea.vy elements. aH is mainly formed through the rea.ctions D(n, "Y)3H a.nd 

D(D,p)aH. aHe is formed mainly "through the rea.ctions 3He(n,p)3H and aHe -+ 3H 

+ e- + ile• The main rea.ctions "through which "the element helium-4 is formed are 

3He(n, "Y)4He, 3He(D,p)4He a.nd 3He(3He, 2p)4He. As "the Universe cools down "to 

the tempera."ture to the tempera.ture ofTg ~ 0.1, pra.ctically all the 3H a.nd 3He are 
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convened in "to 4He. Hence very soon "the abundance of 4He will exceeds "tha"t of all 

o"ther elements except 1ha"t of hydrogen. According "to "the periodic "table of elemerrts 

"there a.re gaps a"t mass numbers lS a.nd 8. This corresponds "to a pa.ir of bo"lenecks 

for 'the produc1ion of 'the elemerrts heavier "than 4He like 'u, 'Be, etc. However a 

'trace of1hese elemen1s were formed mainly 'through 'the rea.c1ions 4He('H, ')')'Li a.nd 

4He(lHe, ')')'Be. When 'tempera'ture drops below T < 4 x 10& K, 'the increase in 'the 

coulomb ba.rrler will effectively stops 'the nucleosynthesis process. 

The main pe.t1 of 'the nuclear abundance calcula1ion is 10 'time evolve 'the abun-
of ot 

da.nces~va.rious light element. and thus 10 predic1the final abundance .... a.llthe light 

elemerrts. One pe.t1 of1he calculation lies in 'the time evolution of the parameters Tg, 

h wd </le, which can be done according 'to 'the prescriptions given above. Another 

par't is 'the calculation of the rea.c1ion rates of the various rea.c1ions. The techniques 

of the calculation of the rea.c1ion rates will be discussed in cha.p1er 2. 

ft W8B Roben Wagoner [16] who first developed the exteruive numerical code 

for the ca.lcula.1ion of the abundance of the light elements in the SBBN model. 

lAter mwy workers modified the code [21,22,21,28,29] for various purposes. In the 

original code due to Wagoner more than 140 rea.c1ions were included to caJ.cula.te 

the abunda.nces. Both forwa.rd a.nd ba.ckwa.rd ra.tes of a.lmost a.llthe rea.c1ions are 

included in the code. The abundance of a.ny species, i is given in terms of the Ill8.8B 

fradion 

(1.68) 
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where Ai is the mass number a.nd a.nd n; is the number density of the .'" species. 

The overall a.bunda.nce of1he spedes is depends on the number of rea.ctions in which 

it is participa.tes, the rea.c1ion ra.tes a.nd the type of rea.c1ions. 

If the itlt. species is destroyed or created due to the interadion with a photon or a 

lep10n and forming or de81roying a species ;, then the corresponding contribu1ion to 

the rate ofthe abundance of i is ±Ei(Xi/Aj)>.u(j). The + sign is chosen if process 

is a. constructive and - sign if the process is de81ructive one. When the rlt. species is 

de81royed or created due to the interaction between the species; and k, then contri

bution ofsuch read ions to the abunda.nce rate of i is ± Ei~.(X i/ Ai) ( X./ A. )[jkJ. Here 

Uk) is the rea.c1ion rate given by (16) 

(1.69) 

where 

{ov} = J: J(u,T)u(u)tJdu 

a.nd J(u,l) is the Ma.xwell-Boltzman dilrtribution function for the velocities of 

the reacta.nts j a.nd k, u(u) is the cron section of the rea.c1ion. SimUa.rly if the 

atlt. species is destroyed or crea.tOO due to interaction of three species ;, k and 

l, then the corresponding contribution to the ra.te of ahunda.nce of the species i 

is ±Ei~.~,(Xi/Ai)(X./A.)(X';A,)[jkl], where Okl) is the three body reaction ra.te 

given by the rela.tion [15) 

l1klJ == P:~ {UtI}i"" 
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Now the total rate of grow1h of a.ny species i can be calculated as 

(1.71) 

This equation is to be solved 10 get the final abunda.nce subjec1ed to the initial 

conditions. 

In Wagoner's code the nuclear species \\!ere first numbered as i = 1,2,3, ..... e1c, 

their m8.lB numbers (Ai), charge number (Zi) and Q-value are listed. The rea.c1ioDS 

&re then classified according 10 1heir 1ype BB photo nuclear, weak, two body "type 

wi1h pr010n, neu1ron or alpha. BB partners a.nd three body 1ype etc. 

The r&1e equation (1.71) to be solved is a higbly non-linear one, which ca.n be 

written as matrix equa.1ion (16,H] 

(1.72) 

For pra.c1ica.l ca.lcul&1ion the above non-linear ma.1rix equation is converted into a 

linear one by a proper choice of 1he 1ime s1ep at. The 1ime s1ep should be sma.ll 

as pOBJible, bU1 a1 1he same 1ime should be l.a.rge enough to ensure 1he chemical 

equilibrium between the species. For chemical equilibrium ~ =0, hence 

o - t1ilXj + a;i*Xfz~) + t1ii",elX~I1)X~11) (1.73) 

= [a;j + aJkxiO) + aJklxiO)x~O)] Xi = bajxi 

Here xiO) is the abunda.nce obtained during the previous time step. A new 881 of 

Xi'S &re obtained by solving this linea.rised equ&1ion. The calculation is continued 

until the abunda.nC18 va.lues &re 88.turated. 
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The abundance equa.llon is soLved subjected 10 1he ini1ia.L condi1ions. In Wag

oners origina.L code ini1ia.L condi1ions a.re specified for a 1empera1ure Tg=60. The 

imponan1 quan1i1ies 10 which 1he ini1ia.L values 10 be specified number densi1ies, 

energy densi1ies, h para.m.e1er etc. One of mos1 imponan1 qua.n1i1y whose ini1ial 

values is 10 be specified is 1he ini1ia.L abundance of 1he species. Wagoner used a 

reLa1ion for 1his in his origina.L code a.s [15,16] 

(1.14) 

According 10 1his equa.1ion 1he ini1i.a.l ahunda.nce decreases wi1h 1empera.1ure. In 

la.ier modified codes, however, ma.ny au1hors used a constan1 value for 1he ini1ial 

a.bundance a.ll for elemems. 

During 1he calcula.1ions of Wagoner et. aL, 1he observa.1iona.l abundance of 4He 

was around 0.210 by mass fra.c1ion. Their ca.Lcula1ion reproduced 1his value, and 

this ga.ve a s1rong 10 suppon 1he idea. of primordia.L nucleosymhesis. The corre

sponding value for 1he h parameter ob1ained by 1hem was abou1 10-4. Bu1 La1er 

detennina1ions ha.ve a.l1ered 1he values of 1he primordia.l abundance of 1he ligh1 

elements, in pa.rticula.r 1ha1 of 4He was somewha1 reduced. These cha.nges ca.ll for 

cer1a.in modifica1ions of 1he theory. However there is no universal agreemem on 1his 

poin1. Even in 1he ea.rly eighties i1 was a.rgued 1ha.1 the origina.L 1heory is compa.1ible 

with 1he 1hen obsena.tiona.l da1a on ahundances, withou1 much modifica.1ions. Bu1 

recen1 de1erminations on 1he primordial ahunda.nce shows 1ha11he "He abundance 

is s1ill less [31) around 0.220. These La1es1 resul1s on abundances of1he light el

emen1s necesi1a1e some essentia.l modifica1ions in 1he 1heoryas proposed by ma.oy 
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[00,31,38,163]. Our aim in this thesis is to check the present status of such inconsis

tenciesin 'the SBBN model and suggest sui1a.ble modifications 'to SBBN a.ccordingly. 

In 'the following we will 'try 'to infer 'the primordia.l abundance of 'the light elemems 

from the latest observa1ional data awllable. 

1.3 Observational abundance of light elements 

The main parameters in the SBBN model a.re number of neu'tri nos , neutron life 

1ime and baryon to photon number densi1y. Once the first two para.meters a.re 

obta.ined from direct la.boratory results, the theory becomes a single parameter 

1heory. The method of SBBN model is to match its results with the observational 

a.bunda.nces so BB to predict the va.lue of the parameter 1/. For this one needs reli80ble 

observational results on the 8obunda.nce of light elements. For this we have depend on 

1he a.s1ronomica.l surveys. The maln observa.tional sights for inferring the primordial 

a.bunda.nces of light elements are sun, other sta.rs, ga.la.xies a.nd certain pla.nets. 

There are ma.ny observa.tiona.l uncertainties to warra.nt a. very ca.u'tious 8opproa.ch in 

setting the limits ofthe primordial 8obunda.nce. The abunda.nce we observe tod8oY are 

coma.mina.ted with the nuclear processes in the gaJa.xies and sta.rs. The metallicity 

of the stars ca.n be taken BB a. measure of 'the contamination due to the stellar 

ewlution. Meta.l.licity means the presence of 'the heavy elements. Since he80VY 

elements production was negligible during the SBBN period it is better to choose 

metal poor stars for inferring the primordial abundance of the elemems. However 
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we do not see a zero metallicity 81ar to determine the correction due to finite age 

of the 81ars or due to ga.I.&dic chemical evolution. The general method for inferring 

the value oHhe primordial abunda.nce is to extrapolate the element-met&llicity data 

to zero met&ilicity. In 1he following we will consider the observational coDB1raims 

on each of the light elements separately. 

1.3.1 Helium-4 

Apart from hydrogen, helium is the most abundant element in the Universe which 

we are observing. The ma.i.n sources of observa.1ions are sun, orion, ga.ia.c1ic Hll 

regions and some other high metallicity sources. In the past fifteen ye8.l'8 there has 

been tremendous increase in the observational data on 4He abundance. In order to 

infer the value of primordial 4He, we b.a.ve to subtr&e1 &llthe contributions made 

by the va.rious BB1rophysica.l processes. During their chemical evolution 818l"S will 

synthesis 4He also along with the hea.vy elements. Le1 ~y be the maar fra.c1ion 

of the astrophysica.l production of 4He in a source. Since there was pr&dica.l.ly no 

production of hea.vy elements during the primordial synthesis, the whole content of 

the heavy elements present in the site is entirely due to the &s1rophysical produc>

tion. Let ~Z be the mass fraction of the heavy elemen1s. If one succeed in finding 

a. reliable relation between ~y and ~Z, that can be used to infer the primordial 

a.bunda.nce of 4He. But theories on the chemical evolution of stus and ga.la.xles are 

manifold. n is found tba.tthe helium-to-met&ilicity ratio is a complicated function 
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of stella.r mass a.nd composition. The rela1ion between aYa.nd az is not monotonic 

[149,150]. In spite of this situation what is usually done is to do a linea.r extrapo

lation 10 zero me1allicity. Traditionally, 4He is inferred by linea.r regression of 4He 

with either oxygen or nitrogen me1allicity [50,51]. However there is no compelling 

reason to believe that 4He abunda.nce always increase linearly with oxygen or ni

trogen [37]. Carbon is also used BB sta.ndard. By accepting a llnear relationship 

between aY and aZ BB [11] 

aY 
-=er 
aZ 

(1.75) 

If we assume that the mass function of sta.rs is 8. universal func1ion then the 8.vera.ge 

va.lue of er is seems to be lie between 4 to 6 [11]. In order to get the primordial 

a.bundance of 4He we have to BUbtra.c1the the BBtrophysical contribution from the 

observed vaJ ues 8.S 

Y, = Y~. - aY = YoN - exaz (1.76) 

The relia.bili1y will be strong if the observational site is a very old one or one 

with lees metallicity. Caution should be taken to make sure that sta.r which we a.re 

identifying 8B the source must be a massive or of mass in the intermediate range. 

In ma.ssive stars the core where the synthesis is taking place is convec1ive, while the 

envelope is radiative. Because the envelope is not convective no mixing will take 

pla.ce, hence the envelope of m888i.ve sta.rs will retain its original composition. The 

same is the case with intermediate massive stars, where the core is radia1ive a.nd 

the envelope is convective. But for low m8BB stars the core a.nd the envelope will 

overlap ea.ch other hence they a.re not generally selected for primordial abunda.nce 

determination. 
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Let us briefly go 1hrough 1he various observa1ionally inferred resul1s due 10 

va.rious a.u1hors, wi1h 1he a.im of seleding 1he reuona.ble value for Y,. A de1a.iled 

list various values of 4He a.bunda.nce was compiled by Ra.na. (11). Pagel [106,107] 

ca.rrled 0\11 a. linear regression a.nalysis on &.ll1he a.va.ila.ble da.1a. on 4H~me1allici1y 

including 1ha.1 from sun, orlon a.nd some o1her high me1a.lllci1y sources a.nd derived a. 

-w.lue Y, = 0.24 ±0.01. In 1he same year Pa.gel [55,107} showed 1ha.1 if one restrlct10 

1he da.1a. form ex1raga.la.ctic H II region wi1h me1a.llici1y less 1h.a.n 0.25 of solar, 1hen 

the result become Y, = 0.225 ± 0.005, where he did 1he ex1ra.pola.1ion wi1h oxygen. 

Hasenfrats et. al. [103) found no such correla.1ion between (He a.nd 0 in their da.1a. 

from 1he 12 me1a.l poor ga.la.xies of a. gasious nebula.e. They give a. value based on 

their da.1a. as Y, = 0.245 ± 0.003. On 1he o1her ha.nd 1he observational resul1s 

due 10 Peimbel1 &. 'Thrra.Peimber1 [98], shows 1ha.11here is a. strong correla.tion 

between (He a.nd 0, according 10 1hem y, = 0.220. FUller et. al [37] a.rgued 1ha.1 

1he no correla.1ion be1ween (He a.nd 0 in the da.1a. ob1a.ined by Kun1h &. Sargem is 

due to ex1remely low aZ value of the object. a.pa.r1 from 0, one ca.n use N and C 

as trta.nda.rds for the extra.pola.tion to find the primordial value of (He. 12C and 1110 

a.re processed in the Brs1 genera.1ion sta.rs along wi1h (He [149,150). But N is formed 

gra.dua.lly during the second generation. As a. result (He a.bunda.nce with rasped 

to N will show a. rapid increase initially, then slow down to lower ra.te due 10 the 

increase in N. So the "He verses N curve for low va.l.ue of N can be used to predict 

the primordi&.l value of "He a.t a. reasonable level. The curve of (He with 0, has 

a. trtrong dependence on the initial m8BB function (IMF) [149,150), which is a. very 

poorly known fundion, a.nd also very much model dependend. So it is considera.bly 

more difficult to predict Y, using the curve between "He a.nd O. Fuller, Boyd a.nd 
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Ka.len [37] adopt the 4He verses N curve method to predict the value of Y,. They 

have used the da.ta. of Pa.gel [107]. They found tha.t Y" = 0.233 ± 0.009 for all the 41 

da.ta. points, Y" = 0.221 ± 0.007 for first 22 points of compa.ra.bly low metallicity a.nd 

Y" = 0.220 ± 0.007 for first 14 points of still low me1a.llicity. They finally concluded 

by a.ccepting Y" = 0.220 as the upper limit for the primordial a.bunda.nce of 4He. 

La.ter Melnick et al [36] did a.n extensive a.na.lysis a.nd proved tha.t the primordial 

a.bunda.nce of 4He is still lower around 0.216 ± 0.006. It ma.y be very difficult to 

judge between these to my wha.t is the a.ctua.l value of Y". In Thble 1.1 we summa.rise 

some of these observa.tional results. Our feeling is tha.t we should rely on the value 

which is inferred from low meta.lllcity objects. With tha.t in mind we ca.n very well 

set the primordial a.bunda.nce of Helium between limits given below as 

Y" = 0.2]5 to 0.225. (].77) 

by ma.ss fra.ction. But some other authors [29,58,66} still consider va.lues a.round 

0.235 a.s primordial. 

1.3.2 Deuterium and HeHum-3 

Here we wiU consider the obsenationallimits on deuterium (D) and helium-SeHe) 

together since most of the D present in early Universe will converted in to SHe, 

through the utrophyslcal process. So their combined a.bundance should not dla.nge 

much with time. However first we will consider them separately. 
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Tahle 1.1; Obsena.tions on 4He abunda.ne 
year Authors y, 
1916 Peimbert and Torres-Peimbert 0.228 
1919 Carney 0.19 ± 0.04 
1980 French 0.216 
1980 TaJent 0.216 
1980 Rayo et al 0.216 
1983 Kunth and Sargent 0.245 ±0.003 
1983 Peimbert 0.218 
1983 Buzzoni et al O.Zl ± 0.02 
1986 Pagel 0.236 ±0.OO5 
1988 Pagel 0.230 ± 0.005 
1989 Page 1 0.229 ± 0.004 
1991 Fuller et al 0.220 ± 0.001 
1992 Melnick et al 0.216 ± 0.006 

The ma.in observational sights of D are Solar system, UV absorption line studies 

in the local ISM, studies of the deuterated molecules (DCO, DHO) in the ISM. 

Because of its fragile nature D is destroyed (at temperatures greater than about 

0.5 x lOS K) during the stellar evolution. There is pra.c1ica.lly no astrophysical 

production of deuterium reported conclusively. Certain proposals are there for the 

astrophysical production D [155,156), but none are accepted widely [132]. So the 

present day abundance provide a lower limit to the abundance of D and in order 

to obtain the primordial value one should correct for the astrophysical destruction. 

One of important nature of D is its strong dependence on the baryon-to-photon ratio 

'1. Its abundance can related directly to the '1 value. Detection of the exact lower 

limit or upper limit to D abundance is very difficult because of the absence of a weil 

defined chemical ewlution theory. In 1992 Ra.na. and Basu [32] proposed a chemical 

evolution model, according to which the D a.bund8Jlce can be a factor 2 higher th8J1 
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Table 1.2: Observa.tiollB on D a.bunda.nC8 

yea.r 
1976 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1983 
1984 
1989 

Authors 
York a.nd Rogerson 

Suma. a.nd Moha.nty 
La.urem et al 

Fer let et a.1 
York 

Vida.l-Madja.r 
Smith et al 

D/H 
1.6 x10-5 

< 6 x 10-5 

0.7 - 0.4 x 10-5 

< 1 x 10-8 

0.6 - 1.0 x 10-5 

2.0 ±1.0 x 10-5 

2.6 - 8.4 x 10-5 

the presently observed a.bunda.nce. Certa.in other a.uthors says tha.t its a.bunda.nce 

ca.n be anywhere between 1 and 50 [49,50,51,155,158). We will summarise some of 

the results a.bout the observa.tiona.lly inferred values 8l'e listed in ta.ble 1.2 

For 3He there are only few determinatiollB are there. The maln observational 

sites are solar system, 3He-t lines in the ga.la.ctic H n region etc. The a.bunda.nce 

of 3He compared to 4He in the oldest meteorites and cubona.ceous chondrites is 

found to be 3He/H = 1.4 ± 0.4 x 10-4 [113) simila.r to the case with deuterium the 

abunda.nce of SHe also difficult to infer beca.use of the stella.r processing, because low 

m85 stars tend to produce SHe a.nd high m&8B stars tend to destroy SHe. Results 

of these determinations a.re tabulated in tahle 1.3 

The most reliable results on the primordial abundance of these elements is the 

combined ahunda.nce these elements in number fra.ction. The combined abunda.nce 
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1910 Jeffrey and Anders 1.43 ±0.4 x 10-4 

1911 Frick and Moniot 1.5 pm1.0 x 10-4 

1918 Eberha.rdt 1.46 ±0.013 x 10-4 

1979 Rood et al < 5 x 10-5 3He/H 

a.ccording to Pagel [54), Smith (28) and Walker (22) is, 

by number fra.c1ion, where the subscript p denotes that the abundance shown is 

primordia.l. The abunda.nce from the pre-sola.r nebula.e is taken a.s (11) 

by number fra.ction, Olive at al [29) have a.rgued that the combined abundance 

IIhould be less than 10-4• However we will consider a consensus value. 

D+3 He 
= 7 x 10-6 to 1.3 X 10-4 

H 
(1.18) 

by number fra.c1 ion. 

1.3.3 Primordial abundance Lithium.-7 

The determination of the primordia.! abundance 7Li is one of the most controversial 

part in inferring the primordial abundance of all the elements. There &.re two main 
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sources for the determination of the 'Li abundance, the Pop I sta.rs and the Pop II 

sta.rs. The observa.tiona.l limits from the Pop I star is that 'LijH :::::I 10-9 [28) and 

that from the Pop II stars is that 'LijH :::::I 10-10 [118). The issue is which one is the 

primordial abundance. The consensus ha.s been that the lower Pop n abundance 

represents the primordial abundance of'LL The main rea.son for this is that the 

Pop II stars are older tha.n the Pop I. The latest determination is due to Deliyannis 

et. a.l. [159], which ta.Uiee with the earlier determinations on the Pop II sta.rs. For 

our purpose we wiU consider this latest ya.lue a.s the 'Ll abundance 

(1.79) 

by number fra.ction. In this thesis we concentrate on the abunda.nce of D, 3He, 

4He a.nd 7Li only. So no data.iled discUSBion will be given about the other possi

ble elements formed during the primordia.l synthesis, for example lithium-6, Boron, 

Beryllium. Howeyer the beryllium-1 formed during the primordial synthesis will 

convened it 7LL So the abunda.nce ~ue of 7Li a.s given above will a.ctua.lly repr& 

sents the combined abunda.nce of lithium-1 a.nd beryllium-1. 
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Chapter 2 

The effect of the enhanced 
8Li (a, n) 11 B reaction rate on 
primordial abundance of 7Li 

One of the essential inputs of the primordial nucleosynthesis ca.1cula.tion is the re

action rates of the various relevant rea.ctions. The fin&l abundance is strongly de

pendent on the a.ccura.cy of the rea.ction rates. One ha.s to obtain these rea.ction 

rates from the laboratory mea.surements of the rea.ction croSB-sections. Such ca.lcu-

lations of reaction rates from the croBff-sedions are discU88ed in Wagoner et. al 

[15], Fowler et. al [19] and Ma.thew et. al.[35]. Usually the laboratory data &re 

ava.ilable at comparably large cent er of ma.ss energy than that prevailed in the early 

Universe during the nudeosynthesis period. So one ha.s to extrapolate the labora.

tory data available at high energies, to the appropria.te lower energy region. This 
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ex1ra.pola:Uon is WIll8.lly done through the so-called astrophysical S-fa.c1or formalism 

[161,16}. 

2.1 S-factor formalism for reaction rate 

For 8. two body rea.ction where a.n jCA species is des1royed (or created) due to the 

imera.ction between the species j and k, the rea.ction rate per unit volume can be d~ 

trmined by equation (1.69). Since the Universe was in thermodynamic equilibrium 

with the components of the reaction, there exist a spectrum of relative velocities 

of the various particles. The temperature ra.nge during which the nucleosynthesis 

is taking place is Tg ..... 1 to 0.1. In this temperature range all the ma.tter parU-

des &.re non-relativistic and non-degenera.te. Hence the velocity distribution will be 

Ma.xwelllan [28], which ca.n be written as 

_ z ( J.'m,. )3/2 (J.'m,. V2) 
J(v) - 4,.-2v 21fkBT exp - 2k8T (2.1) 

which 88.tisfies J J(v)dv = 1, where J.' = (l/m! + 1/mzt1 the reduced m8B8 of the 

colliding system exprened in atomic maar unit (lamu = m,. = 1.6605 x 1O-27Kg). 

Now the equation of (0'tI) reduces to 

(uv) = 41f ( 2:":;T) 3/2 f ov3 
( - ~r;::;) dv (2.2) 

which is the integral required for the calculation of the reaction rate. In principle 

the term (0'tI) ca.n include the contributions from a resona.nt part other than the 

prominent {16] non-resonant part. But the magnitude of the contributions from the 
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resonam energy region depend up on the energy of the reactants. In the following 

however we will ma.inly concentrate on the most important part, the non-reson.a.nt 

put. 

Apart from the knowledge about the velocity distribution, the quantity to be 

known for the calcuIa.tion of the reaction rate is the cross-section of the reaction. 

While calculating the cross-section we have to take into account the Coulomb barrier 

penetra.tion also because most of reactants posses charge during the primordial 

nucleosynthesis. Nuclear reactions are take place bec8.l.lBe the reacting nuclei are 

ahle 10 penetrate the coulomb repulsive barrier. The CouLomb energy between an;y 

species of a.tomic numbers ZI and Z2. separated by a dilrtance of R fermi is 

1 ZI Z2 e2 

41r~ 10-15 R(fermi) 
1.44 Zt Z2 11 

- R(fermi) /102etJ. 

(2.3) 

where to is the permitivity of va.cuum. Classically the reactions will take place 

when the kinetic energy is grea.ter than the coulomb repulsive potential. The kinetic 

energy of a. rea.dant nuclei. is determined by the MBXWell-Bolbmann distribution of 

velocities corresponding to the thermal energy, 

kB T = 1.3807 X 10-18 T (2.4) 

- 8.62 X 10-8 T Koo. 

From the a.bove two relation it is clear that the Coulomb repulsive energy is man;y 

orde1"8' of ma.gnitude greater than the average kinetic energy. The particles with the 

bighest energy in the Ma.xwell-Boltzmann distribution, have a chance to overcome 
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the coulomb barrier. Ga.mow showed 'tha.'t'two particles of charges ZI and Z2 moving 

with rela,'tive velocity" haw a, quantum mechanical probability for pene1ration 

approxima'tely given by 

(2.5) 

where Em is 'the cen:\er of m8.SB energy in Kev. The cross-sec1ion will a.lso be propo~ 

tiona.l'to 'the same f8clor. Qua.n'tum mechanically 'the cross-section is proportional 

to 1rAP", where X is the de BrogUe wavelength of ei'ther nucleus in 'the cent er of mB.SB 

frame. Bu't 1rA ()( (1/ E), where E is 'the cen'ter of m8.SB energy. So one can write 

the cr0S8-sec1ion o(E) BB prom 01 iona.i'to 

1 (ZIZ2e'-) 
u( E) ()( E exp - 2di" (2.6) 

or equivalently 

(E) = SCE) (ZIZ2 e?-) 
u E exp 2div (2.1) 

where 'the fa.ctor S(E) is by defini'tion, 'the astrophyErical S-f8clor, ilJ a slowly varying 

func1ion in general. The advamage of wri'ting rea.c1ion ra,'te in 'terms of S-fac1or ilJ 

tha't the o'ther 'two 'terms in the above equa110n are strongly varying function of 

energy, 'there fa.c1orisa.tion lea,ving 'the sl1ua.tion in favour of 'the slowly varying 

function of energy, the S-factor. Now the re8clion ra,1e per particle can be written 

in terms of energy aB 

(<TV) 

where 

_ (_8 )1/2 

1rIJrrLn 
SE - - - - dE 1 f (E b ) 

(k8T)!/2 0 () exp k8T VB 

b = r;;:::::-2 21re2Z1Z2 - 3 290Z Z 1/2 t. V. V ~IJrrLn 4E.1i. - 1. 1 2#J ,..e . 
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The behaviour of the integrand is mainly determined by the exponential fa.c1or. 

Because of the opposite behaviour of the two terms in the exponential, they give 

rise to what is known 8.IJ the Ga.mow peak of the reaction rate at energy .& 

(2.10) 

a.nd a.n effedive width Il. given by 

(2.11) 

where Ta is the temperature in terms lOa K. The value of the integral in equation 

(2.8) hu an approximated value 

( 
2 ) 1/2 Il. 3.80 

(0lJ) = #Itn.,. (kBTP/2 S.II(Eo) exp ( - kBT)' (2.12) 

In the above equation the term S.II(Eo} the efE'ective value of S-factor at the peak. 

value Eo, is found to have a form 

(2.13) 

where S(O} is the a.s1rophysical S-fa.c1or a.1 Eo = 0, provided SCE} is expanded in 

Taylors's series, SCE} = S(O} + ES(O} + (E2/2) S(O} + ....... So in order to calcula.te 

the rea.ction rate one hu to calculate the S(Ee/l}' 

If the energy of the rea.ction is to high that the Ga.mow pea.k is less than the 

nuclear resonance energy, then the relJOnance contribution towards the rea.ction ra.te 

will be compara.bly larger. In such a. case the 'l8.ylor expansion for the S-faclor will 

break down. The cros.sedion of such resonant reactions cm be follows from the 
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Breit-Wigner formula. as [16] 

(2.14) 

where r = r. + r. + ........ is the BUm of parlia.l energy widths of the resona.nces a.nd 

w cha.ra.c1eriBing the spin multiplicities of nuclei taking p&r1 in the reaction. The 

corresponding reaclion ra,te per panicle is given aB 

(2.15) 

These equa.tion must be added to the equa.tion (2.14) in order to get the full reaclion 

ra.1e. H there a.re more than one resonanCeB, an expression of the a.bove form for 

ea.ch equation to be added to get final rea.c1ion ra.te. 

2.2 Reaction rate of 8Li(a, n)l1B. 

The sta.nda.rd big-bang model of nucleosynthesis [15,16,22) is thought to be a. suo

c_ut model for prediding the primordia.l a.bunda.nces of the light elements up 7Li. 

But recent work [124) on 4He has ra.ised questions a.bout the agreement between 

1heory and experimentaJ. observa.tions as mentioned in chapter 1. Even then the 

SBBN fits well with the obserw.tionaJ. resul1s to some extent. The uhima.te test of 

the model has to oome from the predidion ofthe hea.vier elements like llB. Hea.vier 

elements &.re produced mainly through the cycle (163), 
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The most impol1an1 reaction in 1his 88ries is llLi (a, n)llB which de'termines 1he 

a.bundance of llB and 1hrough which 01her elemenw can subsequent.ly form. To 

unders1a.nd 1he de1ailed dynamics of 1he above series, one must know 1he readion 

ra.1e of each componen1 reaction. For calcula1ing 1he reaclion ra1e we must know 

the croSIJ-sec1ion of 1he component. reactions. Since 1he half life of [tLi is low as 

840.3 ms, i1 is very difficu1110 produce 1he reaction, [tU (a, n) llB in 1he existing 

labora10ry condi1ioDB. So wha1 UJil8d 10 be done was measure 1he reaction ra1e of 

the inverse process and apply 1he principle de1ailed balance 10 infer 1he 1he ra1e of 

the forward read ion. The cent.er of mass energy of 1he rea.dion in 1he lahora10ry 

was 1.5 Mev, so we have 10 extrapola.1e 1his da1a 10 1he energy range prevailed in 

the early Universe during 1he primordial nucleosyn1hesis. 

For the first time, Boyd et. al. (45) have been a.ble to measure 1he direct rea.c1ion 

cross-section for llLl (a, n)l1 Busing radioa.c1ive beams of llLi of canter of mass energy 

1.5 MeV, which shows tha.t 1he S-fa.ctor derived from 1he direct readion is a.bou1 

6-8 times la.rger than those obtained by Pa.rBAiellis et. al [61) from the study of its 

usua.l reverse rea.c1ion llB(n, a)8Li. The strong depedance on energy and existence 

of several retJonances are noted and therefore 1he assumption of existence of no 

resonance structure in the low energy region leBAiing to 1he concep1 of 8(0) factor 

is basically invalid. But since the big bang nucleosynthesis 100k pla.at in energy 

range of 0.1 to 1 MeV, one has 10 artrapolate the da1a 10 1he correct value of the 
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as1rophysical S-fa.ctor for the rea.dion. 

We calculate the value of Se/J{Eo) and hence S.//('1'), by extrapolating the data 

of Boyd et al. The data of Boyd et al is given in Table 2.1. Since the data of 

Boyd et alfor 8Li(a, n)l1B rea.ction is available only up 10 the lowest energy of 1.S 

MeV, we consider the data of Pa.ra.dellis et al for the same readion at energies less 

than 1.S MeV, but we modified the data of Pa.ra.dellis et al in view of the direct 

data of Boyd et al by multiplying it by an average fa.ctor that is derived from the 

comparison between the two diUa.. se18 in the overlapping doma..in of the canter of 

mIUB energy. In the low energy range where there is no data.. available, we took S(E) 

aB a consta.nt. We have eva.lua.ted the integral of the equa..tion (2.8) for differem 

tempera.tures ranging from 0.2 x 10llK to 22 x 101lK. A sample of our calcula.ted da.ta.. 

8l'e presented in 'Thhle 2.2. With da.ta., we have imegra.ted the equa.tion gra.phica.lly. 

The value of the integral a.t different tempera.tures &.re given in Ta..ble 2.3. 

Next "ilI'e calcula.te the right ha.nd side of equa.tion (2.12) without the t'a.dor 

Se/J{:Bo), tha.t is (otJ) / Sel/(Eo) at different temperatures and the results &.re ta.bu

lated in Thble 2.4. We compa.re Thble 2.4 a.nd Thble 2.3 at corresponding temper

a.tures a.nd thus find the value of Sell a.t different tempera.tures. The newly found 

va.lues of Se/J{'1) is plotted with tempera.tures as shown in figure 1. On extra.pola.ting 

the curve to lower tempera.tures, we found that the value of Sel/(O) is 2.0(±0.OS) 

xl~ MeV bun (3S]. The value of Sell('1) are then calcula.ted for different temper

a.tures a.nd &.re given in Table 2.S 
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Ta.bl 2 1 D:t f Do d e1 al e . : &&0 )Y· 
E (MeV) CT (mbl SCE) iMe V barn) 

1.62 381 1258 
2.00 509 968 
2.19 519 796 
2.38 545 695 
2.16 462 436 
2.95 419 349 
3.24 412 335 
3.52 381 235 
3.81 216 15] 
4.09 424 209 
4.38 414 186 
4.66 271 113 
4.86 333 ]32 
5.24 305 113 
5.34 133 46 
5.71 195 64 
5.90 104 33 
6.19 186 57 
6.41 162 41 



Thble 2.2: Va.l.ues of 1he in1egra.nd of eq.151 8.1 differen1 va.lues of 1emper8.1ure 
E (MeV) S(E) (MeV barn 8.1 T=4 x10G &.t T=8 x10G 8.1 T= 10 x lOG 

0.2000(-01 ! 
0.2500(-01) 

0.5'33~05) 
0.5433(05) 

0.2168(~03) 
0.2817(00) 

0.1644(~03) 
0.2167(00) 

0.6527~ -04) 
0.8859(-01) 

0.5000(-01) 0.5433(05) 0.1252(08) 0.1035(08) 0.4889(07) 
0.1000(00) 0.5433(05) 0.2000(13) 0.1913(13) 0.1208(13) 
0.1500(00) 0.5433(05) 0.2698(15) 0.2983(15) 0.2518(15) 
0.2000(00) 0.5433(05) 0.3746(16) 0.4788(16) 0.5401(16) 
0.2500(00) 0.5433(05) 0.1792(17) 0.2647(17) 0.3992(17) 
0.5971(00) 0.5433(05) 0.1099(18) 0.4444(18) 0.5020(19) 
0.6119(00) 0.4688(05) 0.8915(17) 0.3763(18) 0.5020(19) 
0.6545(00) 0.3228(05) 0.4989(17) 0.2383(18) 0.3755(19) 
0.7158(000 0.2070(05) 0.2223(17) 0.1268(18) 0.2852(19) 
0.7652(00) 0.9863(04) 0.7536(16) 0.4963(17) 0.1486(19) 
0.m1(OO) 0.2588(05) 0.1812(17) 0.1235(18) 0.3964(19) 
0.8747(00) 0.6310(040 0.2118(16) 0.1826(17) 0.1032(19) 
0.9352(00) 0.4246(04) 0.7945(15) 0.8567(16) 0.6879(18) 
0.9563(00) 0.3622(04) 0.5578(15) 0.6395(16) 0.5804(18) 
0.1000(01) 0.3083(04) 0.3136(15) 0.4082(16) 0.4773(18) 
0.1109(0]) 0.2075(04) 0.7055(14) 0.1261(]6) 0.2182(18) 
0.1231(01) 0.1770(04) 0.1644(14) 0.4181(15) 0.1869(18) 
0.1269(01) 0.2851(04) 0.1752(14) 0.4969(15) 0.2759(18) 
0.1366(01) 0.1919(04) 0.3930(13) 0.1478(15) 0.1443(18) 
0.1494(01) 0.]396(04) 0.6421(12) 0.3501(14) 0.7187(17) 
0.1618(0]) 0.1258(04) 0.1298(12) 0.1016(]4) 0.4294(]7) 
0.1999(01) 0.9678(03) 0.8569(09) 0.2023(12) 0.7790(16) 
0.2190(01) 0.7660(03) 0.6043(08) 0.2479(11) 0.2880(16) 
0.2380(01) 0.6949(03) 0.4358(07) 0.3105(10) 0.1089(16) 
0.2761(0]) 0.4361(03) 0.1713(05) 0.3683(08) 0.1176(15) 
0.2951(01) 0.3493(03) 0.1050(04) 0.3922(07) 0.3781(14) 
0.3237(01) 0.3347(03) 0.2002(02) 0.1764(06) 0.8917(13) 
0.3522(01) 0.2350(03) 0.2976(00) 0.5634(04) 0.1497(]3) 
0.3808(01) 0.1512(03) 0.3582(-02) 0.1606(03) 0.2232(12) 
0.4094(01) 0.2091(03) 0.9389(-04) 0.9643(01) 0.7024(11) 
0.(379)(01) 0.1865(03) 0.1560(-05) 0.3669(00) 0.1401(11) 
0.4665(01) 0.1127(03) 0.1730(-07) 0.9315(-02) 0.1865(10) 
0.4855(01) 0.1318(03) 0.1397(-08) 0.1307(-02) 0.7899(09) 
0.5141(01) 0.1127(03) 0/2149(-10) 0.4004(-04) 0.1458(09) 
0.5427(01) 0.4645(03) 0.1575(-12) 0.7729(-06) 0.1285(08) 
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18.ble 2.3: Valu f h . t al t diffi es 0 t e m~egrl a; erent 
T X 101 K 

0.6 
4 
8 
10 
20 
22 

10 
14 
18 
20 
22 

10 
20 
22 

Integral 
2.01 x 1O-;,a 
5.34 x1O-%l 
5.35 x10-z 
16.36 xlO-z 
25.24 x 1O-:M 
34.92 x1o-:M 
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The new va.J.ue of S-fa.c1or will a.ffec't the old value of rea.c1ion ra.te of 8Li( cr, 

n)ll B substantially. According to Ma.la.ney and Fowler [163], the old rea.c1ion ra.te 

of 8Li( cr, n)l1B in the required energy ra.nge is given by 

NA (cro) = 8.62 X 1013 Tg~ T -3/2 exp (- 19.~~1) cm2s-1mole- 1 (2.16) 
79A 

where NA is the Avogadro number, 19 is the tempera.ture in units of 109K and 

T. _ Ts 
SA - 1 + Ts/15.1 

(2.11) 

On comparing equa1ions (2.16) and (2.12) one can find that the Sell(Eo) used by 

Ma.ianey and Fowler is 8.40 xIO'MeV barn. One can note that the difference 

between our value and their value of Sell' By incorporating our va.J.ue of Sell(Eo) 

in to the rea.c'tion rate equation instead of Malaney-Fowler's value the reaction rate 

become, 

N. ("") = 2.05 x 10" 'If: r'f2 exp ( _ l~~l) cm's'moI.e-1 (2.18) 

Probably due to the above reaclion rate the abundance of 11B and "Li should change. 

Since this reaction is coming after the element 7Ll in the cycle this modified rea.c1ion 

rate will a.ffect the abundance of 7Li also. We modified the Wagoners code by 

incorporating our rea.dion rate for the a.bove rea.dion and also some new rea.ctions 

which are important for the synthesis of 7Li, but are not incorporated in a. recent 

work by Smith et al [28] a.nd found tha.t the a.bunda.nce of 7 Li is reduced by a. fa.ctor 

of 1.2. 
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Chapter 3 

Neutrino degenerate big bang 
nucleosynthesis 

The standard big-bang nucleosymhesis model is successful in predic1ing the mi

crowave ba.ck ground radiation [13). 11 has been claimed that its prediction about 

the abundances of the light elements is also perfec1. But the abundances values 

of the va.rioUB light elements inferred from the latest observational data are not in 

agreement with the the theory for a unique range of the baryon-to-photon ratio. 

The prediction of the present day baryon-to-photon ratio '7 is the main aim of the 

SBBN. 

In the SBBN model '7 is treated BB one of the parameters along with the other 

two, the number of light neutrinos and neutron life time. The parameters, number 
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'Th.bl 3 1 N b f li ht e : um ero 19l t' s, NI' neu nno 
Authors NI' 

Adeva. a.t a.l 3.29 ± 0.17 
De Camp et a.l 3.27 ± 0.30 
Akrawy et a.l 3.12 ± 0.42 
Arnio et a.l 2.40 ± 0.40 

Abra.m.s et a.l 2.80 ± 0.60 
Schra.m.m et a.I. 3 

Shva.r1sm.a.n 3 
Ma.la.ney et al 3 

of light neutrinos a.nd neutron life time a.re derived from the la.bora.tory experiments. 

The number of light neutrinos has been fixed as 3 these beeing the electron neutrino, 

muon-neutrino a.nd taon-neutrino. There are lot of experimental evidence for fixing 

the neutrino number as 3. We ha.ve summarised a set of results in Thhle 3.1. 

There are various experimenta.l determina.tions a.nd theore1ica.llnference on neu

tron life time. Since the freeze out value of the n/1' ratio depends strongly on the 

life time of neutron (16), it has a. cruci.a.l role in determining the a.bunda.nce of 4 He, 

because 4He abundance depends very much on the freeze out value of the n/1' ratio. 

The abundance shows a sharp increase with the neutron life time. In the Ta.ble 3.2 

is given the summary of some of the lifetime estimations of the life time of neutron. 

The la.test measurements indicates a lower value for neutron life time, implying a 

lower a.bunda.nce for 4He. In our ca.lcula.tion we ta.ke the weighted mea.n of the 

values since 1986, as done by Smith et a.l (28) I tha.t is T" = 888.5 ± 3.8 sec. Once 

the number of neutrino a.nd neutron life time are fixed the SBBN theory becomes a 
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Authors Yea.rs neutron life time 
Sosnovskii et al 1959 1013 ± 26 

Christensen et al 1972 919 ± 14 
Krohn a.nd Ringo 1975 901 ± 18 
Bondarenko et al 1978 871 ± 16 
Strataura et a1 1978 902 ± 20 

Erozolimskii et a1 1979 905 ± 14 
Byrne et a.l 19f1l 936 ± 11 
Bopp et a.l 1984 889 ± 11 
Byrne et 1984 914 ± 6 

Kosvintsev et a.l 1986 903 ± 13 
Last et a.L 1988 816 ± 22 

Ma.m pe et a.l 1989 881±3 
Olive et a.l 1990 889 ± 4.4 

Walker et a.l 1991 889 ± 2.9 

1heory becomes a one p&ra.me1er problem, the p8J'B.IDeter being 7]. The expectation 

is that the SBBN model should predict a single value for,.,. But recent reports 

a.re against this expectation. It has been reponed by many [30,31,38,164] that the 

theory predids more than one value for,.,. This should not be, because a single 

Universe ('3J'lnot ha.ve more tha.n one value for ,.,. 

3.1 The discrepancy - earlier results 

In order to review the earlier situation we mainly follow the work of R.&na [30,31). 

For comparing the calcula.ted results, the following limits inferred form the obser-
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vational data for the primordial abundance were used by him, 

Y, = 0.230 ± 0.006 

by m.a.ss fraction 

= (3.6 ± 0.60) x 10-& 

by number fraction and 

7L' t -5 If = (1.12 ± 0.38) x 10 

by number fraction. The number of neu1rinos is 3 and the neu1ron life 1ime is 891.6 

sec. For 1he calcula.1ion Wagoners's code was used. The resui1s due 10 Ran&. (11,30) 

shows that 1he range of'Yf corresponding 10 Y, and (D +3 He)/ H mU1ually exclude 

ea.ch 01 her , bu1 1he 'Yf corresponds to 7Li/H is overla.pping wi1h b01h regions. So 

the discrepancy here is mainly in the case of Y, and (D +3 He)/ H. Similar cases 

of inconsistencies in 1he SBBN model were reported by many BB mentioned above. 

Even 1hough the discrepa.ncy is small, i1 is not negligible. 11 shows1ha11he standard 

model predictions are n01 absolmely correct, bu1 a1 the same 1ime are not very far 

from truth. So SBBN model should be modified. Two alternative solutions have 

been proposed. One is the inhomogeneous nucleosynthems model {31,68] and 1he 

second is the nucleosyn1hesis with neutrino degeneracy [30,31]. At the same time 

several works argued that standard model is sufficient [21,22,144]. We shall try 

to aEBes the status of the above reported discrepa.ncy in the light of the refined 

va.lues of the abundances, reaction rates and other pe.ra.meters. First we propose 

to modify the Wagoners code to take a.cooun1 the latest results on reaclion rates, 

neutron life times and include some other corrections which are described in the 

following sections. 
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3.2 Modifications of the Wagoners code 

In the Wagoners code a.lI. the thermodyna.mic functions &.re EMlua1ed a.pproxim&tely 

in terms of the modified Bessel function [15,16] as has been ela.bora.tecl in chapter 1. 

Since the reported discrepancy regarding the non-uniqueness of '1 is small a precise 

eva.lua.tion is needed to check the absolute existential sta.tus of the inconsistency. We 

did a.n exa.d evalua.tion by changing all the approximately EMlua.ted functions with 

accurate numerical ca.lcuLa.Uons. The photon energy density is put in to the code a.s 

p = 8.41821'94 gem-S, and its number density 8.8, fly = 2.0282119 X 1028 Tg
S em-so 

Another important cons1ituem is the electron, which determine the ba.ryon den

sity through the charge conservation law. The difference in the electrons and its 

a.rrtipa.r1icle positrons CM be evaluated using the exad relation, 

(kB)3 1027 3. [ t.Vf.2 - 1 3 
Rt!- - n.+:z:: ch r 19 SlAh~t! 1 cosh(u) + cos~. ~ elf. (3.1) 

This difference in number can be related to the baryon ma.ss density by assuming 

cha.rge coserva.tion. The tota.l number density of the eledrons and positrons C8Jl be 

eva.lua.ted &.S, 

Re- + Rt!+ = (kB)3 10
27 

193 f cosh~. + e-I&f f.~ ~ df.. (3.2) 
c1i. .r 1 co8h(~t.) + (X)sh~fJ 

&Dd the total energy of the electrons and positrons is ca.l.cuLa.ted 8.8, 

_ ( J4 ) ...387:4 [ cosh~.+e-u 2_/2 4 L (33) 
p,- + Pt!+ - r&",3 hr 9 1 cosh(r,t.} + COS~fJ t. V t. - 1 z QC.. • 

Electrons and positrons will annihilate ea.ch other during the pe.ir a.nnihilation pe

riod which sta.rts at a temperature about SIlK. But a sma.li amount of electrons 
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Ta.ble 3.3: Evolution of electron densi. during pair annihilation. 
19 P~ 
100 1.751 
34.5 1.746 
3.3 1.335 
1.35 0.181 
0.41 0.0002 

ived a.nd these are responsible for the electron degeneracy <Pe = l'e/kBT, where 

I the chemical potenti.aJ. of the electrons. During the pair annihilation the mass 

dty of the electrons evolve wi1h respect to that of photons as given in the Table 

The total pressure due to the electrons and the positrons is calculated exactly 

he relation, 

(Pe- + Pe+) CQ8~e + e-
U 

...; 2 4 () 

h() h
.J. t. - 1 r, dt.. 3.4 

cos r.£ + cos '1'. 

calculating the evolution of the tempera.ture with respect to time, we need 

deriva.tives of the above quantities with respect to temperature &Dd electron 

nical potential. The temperature deriva.tive of net electron number C&D be 

:11y calculated using the relation, 

lpera.ture deriva.tive of total electron energy density is, 

8(Pr + Pet) 
&9 
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md the temperature derivative of the total pressure due to electrons and positrons 

is calculated as, 

( 14) 10
311 

7:3 
cSt' 3r 9 

(3.7) 

f cosh(a)coshtPs + 1 2 ~ I) d 
x (h() h..l.)E. Vt..- - 1 ~ E. 

I COS ~t.. + cos 'I' 

The corresponding chemica.l potent. ia.l deriva.tives are 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

= (3.10) 

where the symbols have their usual meaning as given in the introduction. In the 

a.bove equa.tions we trea.t all particles as relativistic. In the C8.SI9 of ba.ryons, they are 

treated as non-relativistic. But they sbow a relativistic character at temperatures 
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a.bove lOuK. Their mass density can be evalua.ted using the equa.tion (1.47). The 

temperature derivative of the ba.ryon density ca.n be written as, 

dPt 3 ~ 3 (AM ) dJ'i d'.I9 = hTg , L.J J'i + hTg Mu +, Tg dTg (3.11) 

The total energy density of the 3 species of the neutrinos and their antipe.r1icles 

ca.n be written as, 

P" + pP = 3 x 7.365935Tg 
4 (3.12) 

Neutrons &re decoupled from the thermal equilibrium at &.bout a1empera1ure 2.1 

x101DK. After tha.1 the temperature of the neutrinos decrease with the expansion 

of the Universe as, T" oc /Cl. 

3.2.1 Overheating of neutrinos 

Neutrinos decouple from the thermodynamic equilibrium ( at about atempera.ture 

T '" 2 x l()l°K ) well before the a.nnihila.tion of eledrons a.nd positrons in to pho

tons (at tempera.ture of about T '" 5.93 X 109). Hence the energy associated with 

the e± pe.irs is tra.nsferred completely to the photonic sector. As a result the the 

neutrino temperature is reduced by 1.401 times that of the photon. This was the 

sequence 88BWIled in the standard model of the hot big-ba.ng theory. But DicUS' et. 

al. [27) have shown that during the pelr annihilation of the e± pa.i.rs a fra.ction of 

the ener.JV ILIIJOci.a.ted with the e±. oe.irs .is added to the deco~oled neutrino. sector 
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through the sca.ttering intera.ctiollS, 11 + et +-+ 11 + et I a.nd also through the a.nni

hlla.tion process 11 + ;;; +-+ e- + e-f. Since the neutrinos a.re decoupled species this 

transference of energy to them , is a.n effective loss for further Universal processes 

like primordial nucleosyn1hesis. DiCUB et al ha.ve shown tha.1 due 1his overhe&.ting 

the neu1rino 1empera.1ure ca.n be increased by 0.3% [27]. This will affect 1he pri

mordial nucleosymhesis process ma.inly in two wa.ys. One is 1he modiftc&.tion in 1he 

wea.k imera.ction ra.1e which cOn1rols 1he freeze ou1 value of 1he nIp ra.tion. The 

second is 1he effect on 1he number of 1he neu1ron deca.ys a.fter 1he freeze ou1 of nIp 

ratio. B01h 1he effects will be reflected in 1he a.bunda.nce va.lue of primordial (He. 

Dodelson a.nd Smi1h ha.ve a.rgued 1ha.11he first effect will lea.d 10 a. decrease in cHe 

a.bunda.nce by a.n order of 10-6 , a.nd 1he second effect will lea.d 10 a. decrease a.bou1 

1 - 2 X 1O-c. 

In order to incorpora.1e the effect of overhea.1ing in 1he Wagoners code we a.dopt 

the formula.1ion by Ra.na. a.nd Mitra. [33). They showed by a. more careful method 

tha.1 there ca.n be a. 0.36% increase in the neu1rino tempera.ture compa.red 10 the 

ph010n tempera.ture, which willlea.d to reduction a.bout 0.003 in the CBe a.bunda.nce. 

The lose in the primordial S'oup due to the neutrino overhea.ting ca.n repre8en1ed as, 

(3.13) 

where Ji is the energy 1088 integral (its exa.d form is' given in of Rana. a.nd Mitra. 

[33]). It is aaumed here tha.t T- TIo' < < T. The summa.tion in the equa.tion extends 

over all types of neu1rinos. The a.bove equa.tion ca.n be recast in to more sulta.ble 
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form by using the following equations, 

I, 
CrdUa, 

= ---
r. dt 

(3.14) 

cll'" - 4C" dt (3.15) 

T 
(3.16) 

where 

OT1 = 0;1 + c;l 

c. and CII a.re the specific hea.t ca.pa.cities of eledron and neutrino respedively. 

1i is the tota.l rela.xa.tion time for a. given type neutrinos. The relaxa.tion time of 

eledron neutrino is sliglrtly different from tha.t of mu/ta.u neutrinos and as a. result 

lI. will decouple at a.bout 1.5 x 101OK, but ,,~ and "7 decouple a.t a. sliglrtly higher 

temperature 2.5 x 10lDK. The second term in the a.bove equa.tion arises due to the 

expansion of the Universe, where H is the Bubble cons1ant. When we incorpora.tes 

this effed in the our modified code it is found tha.t the 4Be a.bundance is reduced 

by 0.001 only. 

3.2.2 Effect of plasma on the electron mass 

Due to the imeradion of the eledron with the rest of the plasma. in the early 

Universe, its propaga.tion will be modified. This interadion will effed a. net increase 

in the rest mass of the electron a.t finite temperature [27]. Increase in the mass of the 
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electron can be calculated using the finite temperature propaga.tor of the electron 

and photon , by assuming fermi distribution for electron. Dicus et al [27} have 

noted that the finite temperature increase in the electron mass is, if the chemical 

potential is negligibly sma.ll, 

(3.11) 

where me is the zero-temperature rest mass of the electron, B is 8. slowly varying 

function of temperature ha.ving value between 1 - 2 and er is the coupling coDBta.nt 

which a.rises due to the addition of the g8.uge fixing term in the finite temperature 

propa.ga.tor of electron. This correction cab be added to the zero temperature rest 

ma.. of the electron, which is 0.511 MeV, to get COlTect mass of the electron, 8.t 

given temperature. The corrected ma.. ma.inly a.f£ect the wea.k interaction r8.te, 

which will in turn a.ffect the 4He abundance through the freeze out value of the nip 

r8.tio. Due to the inclusion of this correction in our modified code there can be a 

slight decrea.se in the weak intera.ction rate, 8.bout -0.0013, which -would result in a 

slight increase in the 4He abundance about 0.0002. 

3.2.3 Coulomb and radiative correction 

In Wagoner's original code [16] the Coulomb corredion is included by simply in

creasing the tenn Ao appea.ring in the weak interaction rate by 2%. This has the 

dra.wba.ck that a.t low temperature A(n -+ pell) approaches 0.98 rather tha.n unity. 

The correct trea.tment of the Coulomb a.nd ra.dia.tiye interactions was worked out 



by Dicus et. al [27). We will a.dop1their results to Wagoners code accordingly. 

They proposed tha.t, the correction is to multiply a.Ll the wea.k in1era.dion ra.te by 

(1 + f;C(fJ, 11), where Q is the coupling coDBta.nt, fJ is the veloci1y of the electron in 

the res1 fra.me of the posi1ron a.nd y is the neu1rino energy divided by the electron 

m8.f8 f'ne. The func1ion C is given by, 

C(p, 11) ~ 40 + 4(R - 1) (~ - ~ + ln2Y) + R (2(1 + f/) + ~2 (3.18) 

-4PR) - 4 (2 + llfJ + 25f/ + 30f/ + 20{1 + 8(/) /(1 + {!J6 

where R is defined to be 

In the wove correc1ion the la.rges1 pa.rt is tha.t due to the radia.tive correction. The 

overall effec1 is &.bout a. 7% increase in ~, out of tha.t 3.4% comes from the radia.tive 

part a.nd the rema.ining part from the Coulomb pe.rt. Due to these correction Ao 

increa.se from its old value 1.53515 to the new value 1.75321. Consequently 4He 

a.bunda.nce is reduced by a. 0.0005. 

3.2.4 Updating the reaction rates 

We ha.ve included &.bout 250 rea.c1ions in the code. In the origina.L code of Wagoner 

&.round 180 rea.c1ions were included. In a. recent work of Smith et. al [28) only 



81 reactions were included. They neglect other reaclions arguing that the remain

ing ones are unimportant. We think that however small be the contribution of a 

particular reaclion, it should be included. Of course the computation time will 

become large due to the inclusion of more reaclion. Bm if one looking for accura.cy 

in the prediction all the poarible reaclions must be included. In that sense we have 

more read ions which are not included in the work of Smith et. al.. A list of some 

important rea.c1ions and their rates &re given in the appendix. 

We have updated the rea.c1ion ra.tes according to the I.&test results. The updating 

of the reaclion is mostly from the paper due to Ca.ughlan et. al (46). For the rates 

of some of the rea.c1ion we adopt the results from Smith et. al (28). In the cue of 

the reaclion 8Li (a, n)IIB we included the new rate determined by us in chapter 2. 

3.2.5 Correcting the values of the nuclear weight 

For calculating the primordial a.bundance we need the weight of all the nuclear 

species in atomic mass units. In the original code the weight of the corresponding 

a.tomic species are included, which include the weight of the nuclei plus the corre

sponding number of the electrons also. Strictly speaking only the weights of nuclei 

&.re neede. So we have modified the code by replacing all these a.tomic weights with 

the corresponding nuclear weights. 
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s.s Comparison of the theory and observation 

We perform the computation with our modified code. For the calculation we chooses 

the following initial condition. The initial temperature is chosen ss Tg = 100. This 

tempera.ture is high enough to ha.ve all the particles in sta.tistical thermal equilibrium 

with ea.ch other. The initial value of all other varia.bles are set for the temperature 

Tg = 100. For example the initial value of the ba.ryon density ca.n be specified ss 

follows. We know tha.t the ba.ryon-to-photon number density ra.tio is, 

(3.19) 

Let i refer to the initial value of the corresponding quantity, then 

(3.20) 

where 

(rLr}i = 2.028719 X 1034 (3.21) 

Since the tempera;\ure Tg=l00 is well above the neutrino decoupling tempera.ture 

(2.1 x 101DK) one should be ca.utioUB in calcula.Ung '1i. The value of the ba.ryon-to

photon ra.tio will change due to the addition of the photons during the ef a.nnjbila.

tion. Let. '1/ be the value of the ba.ryon-to-photon ra.tion after the ef a.nnihila.tion, 

then it ca.n be written ss, 

'1/ (3.22) 

= 0.366'7;: 
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Using the relation (3.20) and (3.21) the initial ~ue of n" the ba.ryon number 

density turns out to be 

(~) = 5.54298 X 1034 '11 (3.23) 

Now we can easily calcula.te the initial va.lue of h parameter by using the foUowing 

rel.a.t ion, 

(3.24) 

Thus the initial va.lue of h is turns out to be 9.20434 x '1/. Initial value of the 

a.bundance of all the elements is fixed a.s lO-25 by number fra.ction in order to avoid 

underfiow in the numerical calculation. Ba.sicaUy the initial values of all relevant 

va.riables are fixed by the initial value of the temperature and baryon-to-photon 

ra.tio. 

The ultimate test of the SBBN model is that whether the predicted abundances 

are all matching with those inferred from the observations for a unique range of '1 

values. The results of the ca.lculation are BB shown in the figure 2a and 2b, where 

we plotted the abundance, m8BB fraction of (He, number fra.ctions of (D +3 He)/ H 

and 7Li/H. Figure 2a is that result which obtained using our modified code. After 

this ca.lculation, there W&8 a pe.per by Smith et. al. [28], who proposed modified 

reaction rates for some of the important reactions. In constructing figure 2b, we 

include these modified reactions also. The shaded regions are the allowed ranges 

of ,., obtained from the constraints due to the observationally estimated primordial 

abundances of the elements as described in chapter 1. The shaded zones are not 

found to overlap each other, thus bringing out the inconsistency of the SBBN model. 
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According to figure 2a, the observational abundance of 4He by m8BS fraction 

corresponds to a range (0.1- 1.1)x 10-10 of '7, and that of (D + 3He)JH corresponds 

to the range (4 - 5.6)x10-1o• The observational limits of 7Li/H is corresponds to 

(1.8 - 3.5)x 10-1°. These three ranges of '7 are mutually excluding each other . 

• 

According to figure 2b, the range of f1 corresponds to the 4He abundance is (0.5 

- 1}x10-10 that for (D + 3He)/H abundance corresponds to (4.8 - 6.9)x10-m and 

that for 7Li/H abundance corresponds to (1.7 - 2.6) X 10-10• These results also shows 

tha.t three ranges of '7 are mutually excluding each other. Earlier it was reported 

(30) that the discrepancy is there for 4He and (D + 3He)/H only. Our calculations 

using a more realistically modified code shows that the discrepancy is shared by 

7Li/B a.lso. Even though the inconsistency is Jmlall, it is not negligible. A small 

modification of the model must be sufficient to cure the theory. 

Two alternative solutions have been proposed. One of them BB proposed by 

Rana [30,31) and Sherrer [38}, involves the introduction of one more free parameter, 

C/>",. = ~"e' called the degeneracy of elec1ron neutrinos, characterizing the ratio of 

the excess number density of neutrino of electron type over their a.ntiperticles to 

the photon number density. Another a.lternative solution [6,68}, is the inhomop 

neous primordial nucleosynthesis, where the inhomogeneity is introduced in to the 

early Universe, prior to the nucleosynthesi.s by a possible first order transition from 

the quark-gluon to hadronic state of matter. The dynamics of this transition is 

the least understood one so far as the exact quantifications are concerned, but it 
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allowed the introduction of three more parameters to the model a.t a time when 

it had already three parameters in it. When the inhomogeneities were taken in to 

account the abundance 4He and tLi shoot up considerably, in particular the later. 

We will discuss some aspects of inhomogeneous nucleosymhesis as solution to the 

a.bove mentioned inconsistency in the nex1 chapter. Here we will concemra.1e on the 

neutrino degenera.te case. 

3.4 Degenerate big-bang nucleosynthesis 

In the work of Wagoner it W8B assumed that the neutrinos a.re non-degenera.te. 

There is' no firm experimema.l basis for such an 8BSUIllption. A sma.ll neutrino 

degenera.cy is na.tura.laccording to many grand unified theories [57,291. The mee.ning 

of neutrino degeneracy in the present context is' that the chemica.l p<nentia.l of the 

neutrino is' non-zero, which implies a.n exces8' of neutrinos over their a.ntipe.rticle 

[00] . We consider a. degenera.cy in the electron type neutrinos a.nd there is' no 

degenera.cy in the other two types, the muon type a.nd the ta.on type. The sma.ll 

neutrino degenera.cy ca.n affect the nucleosynthesis process in two wa.ys. First the 

excess density of the neutrinos due to the degeneracy can increase the expansion 

factor causing an earlier freeze out of the nip ra.tio. Because of the freeze out the 

value of nip ration will be higher than its canonical va.iue, which in turn increase 

the 4He abundance. Second effect is that, because of the excess electron neutrino 

over their antiparticles, the ra.te of the forward reaclion n + lie -+ e- + p wiU 
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dominate compared to the corresponding ra.1e oHhe ba.ckward rea.dion. This causes 

a subs'l8l1tial decrease in the number density of neutrons. This in turn will reduce 

the "He abundance. So the firs1 and second effects are mutua.lly opposing effeds. 

Since we &.re a.ssuming a sma.l.l degenera.cy, the increase in the expa.nsion ra.1e will 

be comparably negligible, as a result the second effed will dominate the firs'l one. 

We analyse the situa.tion below with relevant calculations. 

If there is no neutrino degeneracy, the energy density of eledron neutrinos will 

be given by the rela1.ion, 

(3.25) 

Because of the electron neu1rino degenera.cy the electron neutrino energy density 

become, 

~ " [7 15 2 15" ] 
p". = 15(di)3 T., 8 + 4~ 4J.,,,, + 81r2 4J"", (3.26) 

provided the res'l mass of the neutrino is negligible. With respect to the photon 

energy densi1y, the neutrino energy density become 

(3.27) 

where 

30 2 15" 
ANJI". = 7r <P"", + 7r <Pal",' (3.28) 

Here we assumed tha.tthe eledron neutrino degenera.cy will a.ffec1 much the photon-

neutrino tempera.ture difference, which is realistic 8B8umption in the case of small 
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degenera.cy. However if the degeneracy is higher [165] one Bhould apply the COl'

recti on of neutrino overheating due to the degenera.cy alBO. Now the total energy 

denEJity would become, 

Pt~ - ge/l p.., (3.29) 

by 8BBUming that all the relevant constituents are relativistic. Here g:/1 is the 

effective EJPin multiplicity with neutrino degenera.cy, which ca.n be written as, 

before e± &n.nihila1ion,811d 

gel/ 
7 

- 1 +-8 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

after e± 8.nni hlla.t ion. According to the above equa1ioIlEJ the increase in energy 

density compared to photons due to the degeneracy of elec1ron neu1rinos is 

Due to this there is a speed up in the expansion of the Universe, which ca.n be 

cha.r&cterized by 8. speed up factor S as, 

s= H- (- )112 _ = Ptot 
H Ptot 

(3.32) 

_ (~)1/2 
gel/ 
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where J{ is the Hubble consta.nt of the Universe with electron neutrino degeneracy. 

Due to a finite degeneracy S is alwa.ys greater than 1. Because of this the nIp 

ratio freezes out at a higher temperature due to the early overtaking of the weak 

imera.ction ra1e by expansion ra1e. 

The second effect is just 1he opposi1e of 1he first as we men1ioned above, th.a.1 

is 10 decrease nIp ra1io by enh.a.ncing 1he ra1e of conversion neu1rons in10 pr010ns. 

Due to this effect the 4He abundance decrease, without a.ffeding the abundance 

of the other elements. Our aim is to find a unique range of f1 for which theory is 

satisfied with the observationa.labundance of the 4He, D, 'He, and 'Li. We run the 

modified code for various values f1 and cPlle' The va.lue of f1 used by us is in the range, 

0.5 x 1O-1D to 1.0 X 10-8 and <Pile is in the range 0.05 to 1. We spa.n a 2-dimensional 

parameter space of f1 and <p. Results are as shown figures 3a. and 3b. In figure 30, 

is tho.t figure which corresponds to figure 20., where the most la.test results of some 

important rea.ction ro.tes 8.S reported by Smith et al [28) have not been used. Those 

results are incorporated to obtain the figure 3b. Figure 3a, which gives the isoyield 

curves shows that the the o.bundance of elements, that is Y" (D + SHe )/H and 'Li/H 

can be fitted for a. unique range of ba.ryon-to-photon ratio, f1 = 4(±1) X 10-10 , where 

the required value of the degeneracy parameter is <Pile ~ 0.11 ± 0.04 [34).,. However -

3b, is more relia.ble in tha.t it include all the reaction ra.tes in its most uptoda.te form. 

According to figure 3b, the value of ba.ryon-to-photon ratio is f1 = 3(±1) X 10-10 

and the corresponding value of degeneracy is cPlIe = 0.3 ± 0.05. If the Universe is not 

strictly obey the conservation of (B - L) (the difference between ba.ryons and lepton 

numbers), it will then be possible to 8.Ccommodate such a.la.rge value of cPale compared 
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spectively) for cP*, versUl> 71. The shaded zone corresponds to the acceptable 
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to the smallness of '7. That the Majora.na. type of neutrinos with little or zero rest 

mass can under the circumstance of the ea.rly Universe develop such ala.rge values of 

,p"" ha.EI been shown by La.nga.cker et a.l [63). The above reported va.lue of degenera.cy 

pa.ra.meter (ie .3) would correspond to an excess neutrino number densi:ty of 

L _ n~ - n~ ~ 0.06 
n.., 

(3.33) 

The corresponding speed up faclor is about 0.4%, which justifies our 8B8Wllption 

that for tnnaller degenera.cy parameter (of course the degenera.cy is higher compared 

to the photon number density) the speed up in the Universal expansion is negligibly 

small. 

Another point to be noted is tha.t, given the error b&nJ, possibly the shaded 

regions for CD + 3He)/H and 7Li/H can merge for a. value around 4.0 xlO-10 with 

no neutrino degenera.cy. But if the vaJ.ue of Y, :5 0.220 we need a mech.a.nism 

to reduce the SBBN va.lue of 4He abundance. This can be a.chieve by introducing 

significant degenera.cy of electron neutrino (4. = ~lIe/kBT~ 0.30) is the maln result 

of our work. However this suggestion must be confirmed by further tests. If one 

extend the degenera.cy to the other types of neutrinos also. 'there a.ppea.rs 10 be a 

poEBibility of constructing a ba.ryon domina.'ted Univeree, even with 0, = 1. 
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3.5 An analytical analysis of the degenerate big
bang nncleosynthesis 

Most of works, reported in the literature in the field of primordial nucleosynthesis 

icludes, the one we have given above, are of computa.tional in nature. The over 

numerical reliance a.nd computational nature gives the theory a kind of bla.ck box 

characler, hiding the rea.l physics from view most of the time. Hence a.nalyticaJ. 

a.pproaches which ca.n throw light on the pbysica.l processes in the primordia.l nu

cleosynthesis are considered a welcome addition. This sorts of a.na.lytica.ltreatment 

can devoloped only in an approximate wa.y. For exa.d qU8.Iltifications one canot by 

p8Bs the exact numerica.l calculations. Bernstein et. al [44] did an approxima.te 

a.na.lysis about the 4He formation, where they ma.inly concentrated on case with 

non-degenerated neutrinos. Here our aim is to do such an a.na.lysis with some suit

able aarumptions for simplifica.tion of the calculation, for the 4He for formation in 

Universe with electron neutrino degeneracy. 

3.5.1 Neutron abundance with small electron neutrino de
generacy 

Let Xn(t) be the neutron a.bunda.nce. During the evolution of the Universe, ra,te of 

neutron a.bundance change compe.red to the total mass density of the Universe is 
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governed by the equation, 

~~(t) = A,., X" - A,.. (1 - X,,(t» (3.34) 

where ~ is the total rate of the weak iIrtera.dions that convert neutrons in to 

protons and A,m. is the rate of conversion of protons in to neutrons. The relevant weak 

interaction &re as given in the first chapter. At temperature of about 1 MeV, the 

weak interactions fallout of equilibrium and after that only an occasional neutron 

wiU rema.in active. H we neglect the neutron deca.y and synthesis of elements, then 

1he neu1ron abundance will reach a. consta.rrt fini1e value X$.D) as t ~ 00 (or as 

T -t 0). The effect of 1he neu1ron dec~ is 10 muhiply ~) wi1h a.n exponential 

factor as 

(3.35) 

where tc is the neutron ca.pture time in the 4He nuclei and Tis the neutron life time. 

Once X" is known, the 4He abunda.nce by m&SIJ fraclion is equal to 2X". So the 

qua.rrtities one has to evaluate &re Xf> a.nd t/:. In the case of neutrino degeneracy 

our assumption is that the electron neutrino degenera.cy is small but the mu/tau 

degenera.cy need not be small. If there is a small electron neutrino degenera.cy, the 

equilibrium abundance of neutron ca.n be written as 

X _ 1 
~ - 1 + exp (y + ~.,.,) (3.36) 

where the va.riable is defined as, y = !:..m/T, !:..m = 1.293 the neutron-proton mass 

difference. By neglecting the neutron decay, the solution of the equation can be 

written as 

(3.31) 
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where 

~ [r IIdl 11] /(y, y) = exp - J ,,_ dy dyll A(y) (3.38) 

is the imegrating factor. The deriva.tive the time with respect to the variable y can 

be written as, 

dt dtd:r 
= --ay cU dy 

(3.39) 

- ((SY"M" 
4~g~J ~~2 Y 

and 

A(y) - ).JIft + ).,., (3.40) 

- (1 + exp( -y - 4J.,.» ).,., 

is the total rea.dion rate of neutrons and protons except for the free neutron deca.y, 

since we have ignored the neutron dec8\Y for calculating xf.D>. Hence the rate A,., is 

The corresponding individual ra.tes a.re 

).(11 + 11. -+ P + e-) = A r. dp,,~ P~p. E. (1 - I.) I.,~ (3.41) 

).(11 + e+ -+ p + ii. - A r. dp. p!p~ E" .. (1 - I~) I. 

where A is a. constant whose value can be determined by calculating the neutron 

deca.y ra.te or equiva.lemly the neutron life time. The ra.te of the neutron deca.y can 

be written as, 

).(11 -+ P + e- + ii.) - A f dp. p!~(1 - Ill.) (1 - le) (3.42) 
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In the a.bove equa.tions p~ (Pe) denote the momentum. of electron-neutrino (electron) 

a.nd Ea, .. (Ee) is the energy of the electron-neutrino (electron). They &re rela.ted BB 

~ - E" + am lor n + eT +-+ p + v" 

The last rela.tion gives the upper limit of the integration in the ra.te of A(n ~ 

p + eT + lie)' In this case we neglect the kinetic energy of the nucleus because 

the recoil of the nucleus is negligibly sma.ll in the temperature of interest. The 

integration limit Po, ca.n then written as, 

Po = (am2 _ m!)1/2 

The distribution functions have the form 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

In order 10 simplify 1he a.na.lysis we ma.ke the following 8B8WIlptions 

1. Tv,. ~ T7 ~ T" = T (3.45) 

2. le '" exp(Ee/TJ and I v. ~ exp( - Ev./T + t$".) (3.46) 

3. (1 - le) ~ 1 and (1- Iv .. ) ~ 1 (3.47) 

4. electron mGS8 me ~O (3.48) 
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Actually the neutrino temperature TI40 hi less than the photon temperature T.., by 

about 10% after the e± annihilation. In the second a.ssumption we approximate the 

Fermi diBtribution by the Boltzma.nn diBtribution. Since during the nucleosyntheEris 

the temperature is oompa.rably leErS than am, this assumption will not do much 

harm 10 the fina.l aarumption. Under 1hese assumptions the weak rates are become 

A(n + v. --+" + e-) = 2AJ1m' (1+ .; .. ) {~ + ; + ~} (3.49) 

>'(n + e-f -+ p + &/;,) = 2Aam5 {12 + ! + 2..}' (3.50) 
11 11' tf 

The rate of the reaction n -+ p + e- + ve! is 

So A can be written 8.8 

255 
A= 4.,.Am5 

(3.51) 

where r = 1/ A. Total. rate for the conversion of neutrons in to protons >...., ca.n the 

written 8.8, 

(3.52) 

Substituting dt/dy and A(y) in equation (3.38), the equation for I(Y,1/) can be 

expressed BB, 

(3.53) 

where 

with 

( 
45 ) ~~ 

b = 255 4.".J A l' g./1 .,. m 
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Ta.bl 3 4 V ':\' f h li b cl '1h cl e . a.rl& lon 0 e urn a. un a.nce Wl 11" legenera.cy. . . 
<Pile freeze out nIp ra.tio ~ for f/ = 3 X 10-111 Y" for f/ = 4 x 10 -111 

0.00 0.154 0.245 0.248 
0.05 0.146 0.233 0.236 
0.10 0.139 0.222 0.224 
0.12 0.136 0.211 0.219 
0.16 0.131 0.208 0.211 
0.20 0.126 0.200 0.202 

The solution to the neutron a.bunda.nce equa.tion now becomes 

(3.55) 

The integra.l ca.n be eBBUy eva.luatecl ror different values of <Pile' The consis1ency of 

1his "type of simplified ca.lcula.1ion for <p".= 0, W8B verified by Benstein et al [44], 

where 1hey ha.ve ca.lcula.1ed 1he in1egral for r = 896sec. In our ca.lcula.1ion 'We used 

1he mos1 recen1 value for 1he neu1ron life .time, r = 888.5 [28J. The resul1s of our 

ca.lcula.1ion a.re 1a.bula.1ed in Ta.bie 3.4. We ha.ve ca.lcula.1ed ~O) a.la> BB shown in 1he 

1a.ble. Peebles [64J ca.lcula.1ed x<:> for cP.,. = 0 BB 0.155, where he used 1he neu1ron 

life Ume 8.8 r = 1013sec. In order to ca.lcula.te Y, one should know the ca.pture 

tc a.lso. We calcula.te 1he ca.pture in 1he presence of electron neutrino degeneracy. 

The ca.pture time is 1ha.1 1ime when a.ll 1he neutrons in the ea.rly Universe a.re 

ca.ptured in10 1he 4He nuclei. Since 1he 4He synthesis is1a.king pla.ce a.1 compara.bly 

low tempera.1ure tha.n the electron res1 muB, 1he tempera.1ure difference between 

electron a.nd neutrinos must be 1aken in to account. The ca.pture time can be 

written 8.8 [44]. 

t. = ( 
45 ) 1/2 (11) 2/3 M" 

- -- +to 
1ft1r3 9./1 4 T'}C 

(3.56) 
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where to = 2 see [44] a.nd T-,:: is the capture temperature. By calculating the ca.pture 

temperature, the calculation of the ca.pture time is straight forwa.rd. In the following 

we will calculate the capture temperature. 

The following are the ma.in reaclions through which "He is formed in the ea.rly 

Universe, 

(3.57) 

D+D -+ T+P 

D +T -+ "He + n (3.58) 

During ca.pture temperature most of the neutrons will be incorporated in to 

"He. "He is formed due third reaction in the above sequence, due to the reaction 

between D a.nd T. For most of the neutrons capture in to "He, it is required tb.a.t the 

destruction rate of D shout be ma.ximum, since the destruction of D will fina.lly end 

up as helium. So we ca.n calculate the capture tempera1ure T'1C by the condition, 

dXDI = 0 
tfI' T-,& 

(3.59) 

The calculations are done in equilibrium condition. The destruction rate of D 

will depend on the rate of formation D through the first rea.ction, a.nd the rate 
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of formation T through the second rea.ction. In equilibrium lJtate the following 

equations are va.lid 

a 
_ x" X, >..y(D) 

,., - X
D 

= [pR] for n + p ~ D + "y (3.60) 

Xl> [T~ 
GDD = XTX P = [DD} for D + D -+ T + P (3.61) 

where a is the Saha. fador [44] of the corresponding readion. The number fradion 

X A of a.ny element of mass number A and atomic number Z can be written BB [3] 

( T )3(A-l)/1 (B ) 
XA = 9A ['(3)A-l~1-A)/22(3A-S)/2] A3/2 mN ,.,.-1 xf,x~-Z exp ,; 

(3.62) 

Now the Sa.ha. fa.ctors can be rewritten BB, 

~/2 (mN) (BD) a,., = gD(3) 11 T7 exp - T (3.68) 

aDD = nt (~) exp ( _ B) 
9T 33/2 T 

(3.64) 

where B = 2mD- mp- mT~ 4.02MElI., gD = 3, OT = 2. The deuterium destrudion 

can now be written a.pproxima.tely as 

~ = Rn, (X,X" - G",xo) - RDO (2.x:, - aOOXTX,) (3.65) 

where Z == B /T7 • The equation is ta.kes into a.ccount the first two rea.ctions in 

the sequence given equation (3.59). However the destrudion of deuterium through 

second proce. will enha.nce the produdion of "He. The qu.a.ntities Rn, and Roo, 

are given by the rela.tions, 

R.. 
dt 

- dZ (O'V) RS (3.66) 

( 
45 )1/1 

= 4 16-,r7 gell (3)BoM" ; {0'11 

= 1.55 x 10
13 (.!L) 

";0./1 Z2 
(3.61) 
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Thble 3.5: Vuia.tion of ca.p'\ure time with 11, degenera.cy. 
</1,,- Value of te for '710 = 3 Value of te for '710 = 4 
0.00 202.82 192.98 
0.10 204.25 194.38 
0.12 204.55 194.61 
0.16 205.14 195.25 
0.20 205.15 195.84 
0.30 207.29 197.36 

where we take «(TV) = 4.55 x 10-20 

RDD = 1.55 X IOu ..!L Z-4/3 exp ( _ 1.44Z1/3) 
"/9,,1/ f.

2/3 
(3.68) 

Using the ma.ximizing condition as given equa.tion in 3.5.1 the condition for ca.pture 

tempera.t ure is become 

(3.69) 

After substi'tu'tion of 'the relevan't qua.nti'ties, 'the above condi'tion become 

Z-U/8 exp (Zc - 1.44Z!f3) = 6.124 x 106 J9tJI/ (~O) 1 (0) ) • (3.70) 
., X" 1ho 

where '110 is the ba.ryon-to-photon ra.tio in uniw of 10-10 • We ca.n now ca.Lcula.te 

tc for va.rious values of c/J" .. , The results &re shown in ta.ble 3.5. We find that a. 

slight increase in ca.p1ure time with increasing <Pile' Using the ca.pture time for 

different <p"" values the a.bunda.nce 4He (Y,) &re ca.lcula.ted a.nd &re given Ta.ble 3.4. 

Compe.ring the results obta.ined here with our e&rlier numerical ca.lcula.tions we find 

that bec8.Uuse of the va.rious approximations used the a.ccura.cy of the a.na.lyUcal 

calculations &.re ra.ther poor. In spirits of this a.pproa.ch this a.pproa.ch helps to 

understand the physics behind the primordia.l synthesis of 4He. Similar works can 
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be ca.rried For other elements a.iso, but will need a diiH'eren.t method which take 

account of the various rea.ction rates of the importa.n:t rea.ctions involved. Such an 

ana.lysis is beyond the scope of the present work. 

3.6 Massive neutrinos and nucleosynthesis 

In SBBN a.nd mBN, the neutrinos a.re 8B8Umed to be ma.ssl.ess species [15,21,22]. 

The SBBN theory re8'trids the number of neutrinos to 3 (53,60]. The condition 

Ok2 :$ 1, restrid the mass of the neutrinos to lear tha.n about 92 h2 eV [143]. The 

laboratory limits for the masses of the ~ a.nd r neutrinos &re around 250 ke V a.nd 

35 MeV respedively. 

In the following we consider the effect of massive UIlS'ta.ble neutrinos, with the 

presupposition that, these neutrinos deca.y only a.f\er the primordial nucleosynthesis 

process. The crucial effect of the massive neutrinos is through their contribution 

to the total mass density of the Universe, there by increasing the expa.nsion ra.te 

of the Universe. The fir8't attempt to include the effed of the massive neutrinos to 
, 

primordia.l nucleosynthesis was done by Dicll8 et. al. [21]. Here we report a work 

in which neutrino mass and 1he eledron-neu1rino degenera.cy are included. Our 

a.im is to limit the degeneracy of eledron-neu1rino in the presence of the massive 

neutrinos Il8IDg the limit on the 4He a.bunda.nce. 
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The time evolution of the number density n .. of the massive neutrinos of m.&SB 

m., ca.n be evaluated by using the Boltzmann rela.tion [3], 

~; + 3Rn .. == - (cro) (n~ - n~) (3.11) 

where rt:," is the equilibrium number density, (7 is the neutrino-a.ntineutrino &nnihi

lation cros.section. The term 3Bn .. represents the dilution in the neutrino density 

due to the expansion of the Universe. The above rela.tion ca.n rewritten using the 

variables Y = R .. ln-, and x = m .. IT a.s 

dY = _ x (ov) S ()4 _ )18'12) 
dz H(m) 

(3.12) 

where H(m) is the Bubble constant in the presence of the mBBlrive neutrinos which 

has the form 

H(m) = 1.66 fila m" 
mpl 

gl/2 is the spin mul1iplici1y t'ac1or of 1he consti1uen1s of 1he Universe and s is 1he 

entropy density. By substi1u1ing for H(m) a.nd S 1he equa.1ion (3.12) can be brought 

101he form, 

(3.13) 

We consider (cro) = NAd1m!/2~ (4), which is a consta.n1 for given ffi", bu1 in real 

case (cro) is dependent on the momentum of the neutrinos. The contribution to the 

total energy density by the m8.llJive neutrinos can be calculated by the rela.tion (3) 

(3.14) 

The faclor 2 will a.ccount for neutrino-a.ntineu1rino pa.i.rlJ. 'Th obtain (P .. ) ..... ..,e we 

have to solve equa.tion (3.13). We numerically solved tha.t differential equa.tion 
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taking m" = 5MeV. The speed up fa.ctor then be calculated as 

where 

and 

(
p-)1/2 

s= -
Po 

(3.75) 

In figure 4 we plotted the ra.tio of densities tha.t is S2 versus the tempera.ture, which 

shows a. considerahle increase in the expa.nsion factor. 

The increase in the speed up fa.ctor will a.ffect the 4He a.bunda.nce in the following 

wa.y. The speed up in the expa.nsion will ca.use a.n ea.rlier freeze out of the weak 

intera.ction a.nd thus produce a. high nIp ra.tio. This increase in the nIp ra.tio wiU 

increase the 4He a.bunda.nce. The effect of the electron-neutrino degenera.cy is to 

bring down the 'W.lue of "He a.bunda.nce. By using the modified Wagoners code we 

found 1ha;t for m" = 5 MeV, a.nd elec1ron-neu1rino degenera.cy is </J1Iot = 0.5, for Y, 

= 0.225 is ob1a.ined. 
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Chapter 4 

Mini-Inflation before the QeD 
phase transition 

One of the a.lterna.tive solutions proposed for the removal of the discrepe.ncy in the 

SBBN due to the a.ppea.ra.nce of the multivalues of the ba.ryon-to-photon ra.tio is 

the inhomogeneous big-ba.ng nucleosynthesis (ffiBN) [38,6]. Qua.rk-ha.dron tra.nfJi

tion is found to be the best agent to produce density inhomogeneity in the ea.rly 

Universe prior to the nucleosynthesis. The qua.rk-ha.dron tra.ruritio were ha.ppened 

a.round the tempera.ture of a.bout 200 MeV. Theoretical a.nalysiB Md numerical la.t

tice studies suggest tha.t the qua.rk-ha.dron tra.n8ition in the ea.rly Universe ma.y be 

a. first order tra.n8ition. Several. studies ha.ve been made &.bout the na.ture a.nd dy

namics of this tra.nsition [81,121,122,123,149,83,167,162,126]. The inhomogeneous 

nucleosynthesis after the qua.rk-ha.dron tra.n8ition has been worked out in deta.il by 
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coexist together at the critical temperature 1::. This phase sepera.tion between the 

quark a.nd hadronic state will cause density fiuctua.tions. This isothermal density 

fluctuation will be modified later due to the diff'usive separation of neutrons a.nd 

protons [89], resulting in low density neutron-rich regions a.nd high density proton

rich regions. This density fiuctua.tion will a.ffect the primordial nucleosynthesis 

which happens j wn after 1 his tra.nsi1ion. One of the a1tra.ctive feature of this model 

is tha1, 1his opens the pOfi6ibillty of accounting for 1he primordialabunda.nces for n 
= 1 in baryons. A Universe with n. = I, has the merit 1hat, i1 is in 8.Ccord wl1h the 

infia.tionary scenario (since inflationary scenario predicts 1ha1 the geometry of 1he 

Universe should be fl.a.1), and a1 the sa.me 1ime gives an answer for the dark ma11er 

problem. 

The essential ingredient to study the phase transition is the equa.1ion of trta.te 

of the two phases participating in the tra.nsition. H the quark-gluon plasma is 

trea.ted as an ideal ra.iativistic ga.s then its pressure ca.n be written in the bag model 

a.pproa.ch a.s {148] 

(4.1) 

where Ne is the number of colours (which is 3), NI is the number of quark flavours, 

Ng=8, the number of gluons, JJ, is the chemical potential of quarks, which equal to 

one-third of the ba.ryonic chemical potential JJ., in the early Universe (JJ/T) '" 10-8• 

The term B appearing in the above equation is e&lled the bag consta.nt, which 

cha.ra.derizes the vacuum energy of the quark-gluon plasma. The exad value of 

B for the early Universe is uncertain. Muller [125} have argued that the accepted 
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range of B is in between 60 MeV fm-3 and 400 MeV fm-3
1 but higher values a.re 

used in literaturel for examplel Ka.jantie and Suonio [126) have shown that if the 

transition temperature is 200 MeVI then B ...... 780 MeV fm-3 • Spectroscopic studies 

[128) shows that the value of B is around (250 Mev)4 If there is intera.ctlon in the 

quark-gluon plasmal then the pressure will be given BB [781127]1 

(~4) (1- 1:;,) +NJ [(7:4) 
(~r + fJ.) (J - ~)] - B 

( 1- SOa.) + 
2111' 

(4.2) 

where a. is the coupling constant. We ha.ve asrumed Ii. = C = 1 a.nd ~J is the quark 

chemical potential. The coupling consta.nt a. ca.n be written a.s [127] 

where A pa.ra.meterizes the a.bsolute strength of the interactionl whose value is in 

between 100 and 400 MeV. The other thermodynamic variables are then calculated 

by using the relations, 

n = 

S -

E = 

dP 
d~ 
dP 
tfI' 

-PV+ST+J.mV 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

where n, S and E are the number densitYI entropy and energy respectively and V 

is the volume of the qua.rk-gluon plasma. For non-intera.cting m8i5les quarks with 

zero chemical potential the equations will take the form [148] 

1 4 
P., = '3 g"aT - B (4.7) 
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E"" - g"aI'4 + B 

4 ,.T S 
- - grr--3 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

where g, = 51.25, is the statistical fa.c1or of qu.a.rk phase which the back ground 

leptons and 8" is the entropy density. 

The equations of sta1e for ha.dronic sta.te, by considering i1 as a. massless ideal 

gas of zero chemical po1entia.l are [148] 

Pia = 

E" = 

8" = 

1 4 
ag"aT 

g"aT 4 

3 3 '4 g"aT 

( 4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

where g" = 11.25, which also includes the lepton background pa.rticles oontribution. 

The ha.dronic constituents are mainly consists of nucleons. These equa.tions are sim-

plest to analyse the nature and dyna.mics of the first order QeD transition. Even 

though the Tc is considered as the starting temperature of the phase transition, in 

real case there will be a supercooling below the critical temperature, in order to nu

cleate the ha.dronic phase in the qua.rk-gluon plasma. The coexistence temperature 

ca.n be obtained by equating the qua.rk-gluon pl8BIIl& pressure and ha.dron pr89-

sure since it is a.ssumed to be a first order transitions. So the critical1emperature 

become, 

( 4.13) 

This will lead to a coexistence tempera.ture ofTc < 250 MeV, when B < (300MetJ)4. 
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The la.tent heat liberating during the transi:tion ca.n be ca.lcula.ted ss. 

L - T. 8(P. - p.) T. ( ) 
- C f1T = c s" - s. ( 4.14) 

where the derivative is eva.luated at T = 1'.,. By using the ideal equation of state 

for both qua.rk-gluon plasma a.nd ha.dronic phase it can be shown that the latent 

heat L ...., 4B. The latent heat by including 2 and 3 fla.vours of quarks a.re studied 

by FUller et a/[148]. Their studies by treating both the phases as ideal gases shows 

th.a.t the la.tent heat will be slightly higher for 3 flavours of qua.rks than for 2 flavours. 

Other thermodynamic qua.rrtities for example, tra.nsition temperature Tc also show a 

slight increase with the number of qua.rk fla.vours. The effect of including irrtera.ction 

in the qua.rk-gluon plasma has been studied by ma.n;y [78,80,86,87,88]. It was found 

th.a.t the effect of intera.ciion is to increase the thermodynamic qua.ntities like T." L 

etc. 

The importa.nt consequence of this first order phase 1ra.nsi:tion is the generation 

of isothermal ba.ryon number fluctuation which will alter the preceding primordial 

synthesis of light nuclei [148] in the early Universe. The baryon number fluctuation 

is cha.ra.cterized by the ratio of the ba.ryon number density in the quark phase to 

that in the ha.dron pha.se at the coexistence temperature. a.s represented below. 

(4.15) 

Fuller et a/[148] ca.lcula.ted the value of R by 8SBUming ideal gas equa.tion of sta.tes 

for both qua.rk-giuon and hadronic phase with chemical and thermal equilibrium 
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between the two phases as, 

R~- - - e-tr. 2 (-rr') 11/2 (Tc) 3/2 

9 8 m 
(4.16) 

where m is the mass of the ba.ryons in the hadronic phase. They have shown that the 

inhomogeneity may have significant effect on primordiaJ. nucleosynthesis when R ~ 

20 for which the coexi.nence temperature should be less than Tc < 125MeV. This 

result was later confirmed by Murugesa.n et al [SO) by including intera.ction in the 

qua.rk-gluon phase and Hagedorns pressure ensemble correction (19,129,130) to the 

hadronic phase. The exact value of the transition temperature is still uncertain due 

to the lack of understanding of QCD, however lattice field calculations [134,141,166} 

showlJ that, Tc = 235 ± 42MeV. If IJO the inhomogeneity due to thilJ transition will 

not affect the primordiaJ. nu cl eOlJYIlthesilJ. But due to the uncertainty in the exact 

quantification of the QCD pe.ra.metel'B, a. firm conclusion cannot be dra.wn yet, which 

motivate lot of works in the inhomogeneous nucleosynthesis. 

The two main fa.c1ors to be ta.ken in to 8.CCount while computing the abundances 

of the light elements in IBBN &.re the different values of the baryon-t~photon ratio 

prevailing in the different pe.rts of the same Univel'Be due to inhomogeneity in baryon 

density and the different diffusion probability of the neutrons and protons of the 

ha.dronic phase. Compared to the charged proton, the diffusion length of neutron 

is la.rge beca.use the protons diffusion will be hindered by the proton-electron sca.t

tering unlike in the case of neutrons whose diffusion length will be a.ffected by the 

nucleons collision only due to its dipole moment. This difference in diffusion length 

will cause the generation of low density neutron rich region and high density proton 
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rich region [162]. The 1wo regions will participa1e in 1he nucleosyn1hesis process. 

Several works on IBBN are 1here in which 1he aU1hors assumed 1ha1 [71,89,131,148) 

the neu1ron diffusion is over before 1he nucleosyn1hesis. On 1he 01her hand examples 

a.re 1here [68,85,163) which include 1he possibility of neu1ron diffusion during 1he 

inhomogeneous nucleosyn1hesis. FUller 801 a.l have [148) shown, by assuming1ha11he 

neu1ron diffusion is over before 1he nucleosyn1hesis, 1ha11he inhomogeneous nucle

osyn1hesis wi1h {} = I, will overproduce 'Li. The same aU1hors la1er extended 1heir 

work for {} ::f:. 1 case also a.nd proved 1ha11he deu1erium also will be overproduced. 

Tera.sa.wa. and 88010 [69,70) have considered 1he case where 1he neu1ron diffusion is 

continued during 1he nucleosynthesis also, a.nd showed 1ha1 1he mBN predic1ion 

for 1he ligh1 elemen1s will be compa1ible wi1h 1he observa1ional abundance only if 

the density fiuc1ua.1ion parame1er R ~ 300 a.nd 1he 01her parameters were 1uned 

accordingly. Various values for R are considered in 1he li1era1ure, varying from 

110 108 [71,124,161}. A conseIlBUB' value is still n01 derived due 10 1he enormous 

number of possibili1ies and 1he lack of unders1anding of 1he exa.d dynamics of 1he 

quark-ha.dron 1ransi1ion. 

4.2 Mini-inflation 

The Universe may supercools below 1he transition temperature Tc to facilitate the 

nucleation of the hadronic phase. If this supercooling is large enough it might be 

possible tha.1the qeD vacuum energy con1ribu1e 10 the energy density and preamre 
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of the quark-gluon phase will come to dominate and as a result the Universe can 

undergo a mini-inflation [72,148}. This mini-infla.tion may be present even during 

the transition time [73]. H there is sufficient supercooling, such an infla.tion ca.n a.f

fec1the sca.le fa.c'\or, and baryon density fluctuation. However it is possible tha.tthe 

supercooling may be quite sma.ll as has been poirrted out by Banerjee [40]. In the 

following we study the possibility of mini-infla.tion by including in1eraction in the 

qua.rk-gluon plasma and Hagedorn's pre8SUre ensemble correction to the ha.dronic 

phase. For including intera.c1ion we make use of the formula. for the temperature 

dependence of the coupling constant, suggested by KapUBta [127] as given equation 

(4.3). For the temperature dependence of the coupling constant we ma.ke use of 

a.nother formula. also, derived by Naklm.ga.warNiega.wa. [76], which seems to be more 

realistic one. An interesting result we obtained is possibility of mini-inflatio.n above 

the transition tempel'8.ture, which does not need a supercooling. The mini-infla.tion 

without supercooling is possible for a reasonable value of the va.cuum energy con

stant (the bag constant) when we use the Na.k:lmga.warNiegawa. equation for the 

temperature dependence of the QeD coupling constant. 

We use the following equation of state for the quark-gluon plBBlIla by considering 

it as unconfined ga.s of relativistic particles with overall va.cuum energy and the 

interaction between the quarks and gluons is included in the lowest order of the 

perturbation through the running coupling constant ek., as 

51.251J2 4 ( HO ) 
P". = 30 T 1 - 51.251r ek. + B (4.17) 

where we included the degrees freedom of quarks and the ba.ckground particles like 
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electrons, photons and neutrinos, Pe, is the energy density of plasma. The pressure 

of the quark-gluon plasma can be calculated 8.8, 

Pm = (p- 4B) 
3 

(4.18) 

In our analysis we consider a range of values for the bag cons1ant form 50 

MeV / fm- 3 to 400 MeV / fm-s. Even though the use of high va.lues of B parameter 

ma.y not be physically meaningful our final results 8l'e in agreement with reasonable 

val ues of B. 

In the absence of interaction between hadrons the equation of state for hadronic 

state is {78}, 
ptw 

Plead = ~--=:.....-~ 
(1 + r?:ead/4B) 

( 4.19) 

~ead PItMl = ~--...,;....=--~ 
(1 + rrltail/4B) 

(4.20) 

where P "ad is the pressure of the hadronic phase and PItad is the energy density. De-

nominators in equations 4.19 and 4.20 are due to the Hagedom's pressure ensemble 

correction for the finite size of the hadrons. P'1tail and ~Itail are given by 

(4.21) 

where 

p; = .( dE (E2 - m.z) 3/2 (exp l8(E - ~») ± Oir1 (4.22) 

and 

(4.23) 
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where 

Pi = ~ .( dE J!! (E l - ml) 1/2 (exp [P(E - 1-'&)] ± 9,f1 
• (4.24) 

The subscript pt refers to point like ha.drons and i denote a single ha.dron. We 

consider only nucleons in the ha.dronic phase. 1-'& is the chemical potential for the ,-tit 

ha.dron of mass flIi, with spin-isospin degeneracy dt and 9, = +1 for fermions and 

(J, = -1 for bosons. 

Earlier we have calculated the critical Tc as 0.7281/4 by considering the both 

phases as massless ideal gases. When we includes the intera.clion in the quark-gluon 

phase a.nd apply Hagedorn's correction [130) to the equation of state of hadrons 1'.: 

will change accordingly. Behaviour of Tc was studied by Murugasa.n et. al [80} 

by U8ing the equations of lJta.te given above. To calculate the re they made use of 

the temperiUure and chemical dependence of the coupling constant Cl, as given in 

equation (4.3) suggested Ka.pu8'ta [127} and in a later work by Reins et. al [781. 

In zero temperature QeD the scale parameter A appearing in Cl, is lies between 100 

and 400 MeV. [781. We 8B8UIlle values for A between 0 and 400 Mev., and calculated 

the Tc for different values of B a.nd corresponding values of Cl, are computed and 

are given Table 4.2. Our calculation shows that Tc increase with A a.nd also with 

B. The coupling constant also increases with A and Tc. It is clea.r from the table 

tha.t for a given value of A, Tc increaseB with Bs but Cl, decrease with B. 

Ka.pwrta [127] obta.ined the coupling constant using the momentum spe.ce sub

tra.ction method. In this calculation it was assumed that the temperature de pen-
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dence of the coupling constant can be ta.ken in to a.ccount by naively choosing the 

normalisa.tion scale to be the energy scale compara.ble to the tempera.ture of the 

environment. But this is not genera.lly true 8.8 ha.s been pointed out by Na.kkagawa. 

a.nd Niegawa. [76). One should trea.tthe dependence of the coupling constant on 

the renormalisa.tion scale a.nd the tempera.ture of the environment separa.tely. since 

there is no compelling re8.8on to take the the renorma.lisa.tion scale to be equa.lto 

the environmenttempera.ture. Na.kka.ga.wa. a.nd Niega.wa.'s a.na.lysis showed tha.tthe 

coupling consta.nt a. ha.s a. power like dependence on temperature in contrast to the 

logarithmic dependence 8.8 predicted by Ka.pwrla.. the form of the coupling constant 

obtained by Naklm.ga.wa. and Niega.wa. is shown below. 

a. = (b [In (Jj/ A) - In (A (e)/ A»)-I . (4.25) 

Here Jj is the energy scale cha.ra.cterizing the proceliB considered, b = 29/6 for two 

fla.vours of quarks a.nd e = T/ Jj where T is the tempera.ture of the surrounding. At 

large tempera.ture the second term in the parenthesis of the right hand side of the 

equa.tion (4.25) can be written 8.8, 

(4.26) 

With N = 3, for two qua.rk fla.vours Na.kkaga.wa. and Niega.wa. ha.ve obta.ined, 

AI = 1 A2 = 1 A3 = 4/3 (4.21) 

SI = 0 S2 =0 S3 =-2 (4.28) 

f-l = 13/8 f.2 = 0 f3 = -5/4 (4.29) 

The va.ria.tions of a. with A for Jj = 0.5, 1, 1.5 GeV. and e = 1 (T = Jj) is given in 

table 4.1 
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Thble 4.1: 
The variation s of 0:. with A for I: 11 8.Ccording to N .. \,lrc. .... ;wa.-Ni8@R ;w8o eqUAtion 

Il A bln(Il/A) b In(A(xi)/ A) 0:. 

(GeV.) (Me".) 
0.5 50 11.129 5.313 0.112 
0.5 100 1.179 5.313 0.406 
0.5 150 5.819 5.313 1.916 
1 50 14.419 5.313 0.109 
1 100 11.129 5.313 0.112 
1 150 1.779 5.313 0.406 
1 300 5.819 5.313 1.916 

1.5 100 13.089 5.313 0.129 
1.5 200 11.129 5.313 0.226 
1.5 300 7.779 5.313 0.406 
1.5 400 5.819 5.313 1.976 

It is cle80r from tha.t 0:. increases with AI but the r80te of increase of 0:. here is 

very la.rge compa.red to the ra.te increa.se as by Ka.pusta. equa.tion for the coupling 

consta.nt. 

The condition for in:fla.tion can be derived from the Friedma.nn equa.tions sa.tisfled 

in the early Universe. The condition for infia.tion is 

(4.30) 

The infla.tion possible when R. ~ 01 a.nd from the 8obove equa.tion it follows tha.t the 

required condition is 

(4.31) 

The critica.l temper80ture 1i 80t which the a.bove condition is sa.tisfied ca.n be deter-
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Thble 4.2: Va.ria:tion of Tc with A &. B and corresponding values of Q, &. 1i according 
to Kapusta's equation for Q. 

A B Tc Q. '1i 
(MeV.) (MeV./fm3 (MeV.) (MeV.) 

0 60 103 0 30 
0 250 148 0 123 
0 400 166 0 191 

100 60 117 0.42 32 
100 250 163 0.35 132 
100 400 183 0.33 210 
250 60 145 0.18 36 
250 250 184 0.61 141 
250 400 202 0.56 223 

mined by equating the left hand side of the above equation to zero: 

pg +3P .. = o. (4.32) 

Using equation (4.11) and (4.18) with Q. given by equation (4.3) we compute the 

values of '1i for different choices of A and B. Some of1.hese are shown in Table 4.2 11 

is seen that both 1i and Tc increases with a" but the rate of increase of Ti is large 

compared to that of Tc. With B given a reasonable value (compa.rably high value if 

Kapusta's equation for coupling constant is used), 'li exceeds 1'.:. The consequences 

of this is that and inflationary stage can start above the coexistence temperature 

Tc, without supercooling. This po88ibility was not noted in the work of Fuller et. 

al. (I48] and Boyko et. al. [12] I where supercooling below Tc is considered as an 

essential condltion for mini-inflation to ha.ppen. The value of B needed to realise 

this scenario a.ppears to be quite high in comparison with the phenominologica.lly 

permissible range of B if Ka.pusta.'s equa.tion for the tempera.ture dependence of the 

coupling cons1a.nt is used. On the other ha.nd when use the Na.kkaga.wa-Niega.wa 
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'Th.ble 4.3: Values of B a.ccording to Na.k~ ~W8r Niega.wa. equa.tion for a, 
A Tc a, B 

(MeV.) (MeV.) (MeV./fmB 
100 100 0.111 132 
100 200 0.111 234 
250 100 0.121 130 
250 200 0.121 260 

equa.tion [16], the condition for mini-infla.tion without supercooling is found to be 

sa.tisfied with lower values of a, and hence with smaller values of B, the bag constant. 

ThiS' is clea.r from Thble 4.3, which showS' the va.ria.tion of B with a,. It is seen from 

our calcula.tion tha.t the mini-infla.tion without supercooling is' poSlJible for a. value 

of B R;I 250MeVf 1m 3. 

A solution describing the time 8Yolution of the scale factor during the mini

infla.tion ca.n be obta.ined from the Friedmann equa.tions as 

R - C&.[p = 0 

P+3: (p+~ =0 

(4.33) 

(4.34) 

where C = (8r/3)1/2 M". On a.pplying the equa.tions of sta.te of qua.rk-gluon plasma. 

phase to the a.bove equa.tion, it become, 

P + 4 C p3/2 - 4 CB pl/2 = O. (4.35) 

This has solution solution 
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This result is in agreement with obta.ined by Boyko et. al. {72]. The Friedma.nn 

now gives the scale fa.c1or as. 

R = Sh1
/
2 (2 c..JB (t - tc) + ArCth ( JPcl B)) ShI

/
2 

( ArCthJpJ B) (4.37) 

where te is the zero point of time given as 

te = (2 C ¥'b)-I ArCth (JpJB) (4.38) 

and Pe is the integration constant which is equal to the energy densi1y at critical 

tempera.tureTe. 11 is found that Pe 1!::$ 5.516B for a, = 0 a.nd decreases as a, increases. 

Equation (4.37) shows that scale factor is increasing not BB a pure exponential 

function. but approa.ches a.n exponential form when t ~ (2 C~-l. 

During the expansion of the Universe RT is a consbnt. Using this we can 

calculate the increase in the scale factor due to mini-in:fla.tion without supercooling. 
'. 

In table 4.4 we give the percentage increase of the scale factor due to mini-inflation 

without supercooling. In this calculation \W have made use of the Kapus1a'8 formula 

for the coupling constant with a high value of B around 400 Mev I fm -3. But 

if the Na.kka.ga.warNiegawa. equation is UliJed the required value of B is B '" 250 

MeV Ilm-3• Ta.ble 4.4 alliJO reveals that the increase of the scale fa.ctor due to mini

inflation without supercooling is reduced because of the inclU8ion of intera.ction in 

the quark-gluon plasma.. 

If there is a supercooling before the phase transition the mini-inflation will con

tinue a.nd the scale fa.ctor may increase rapidly. This will depend on the dynamics 
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1B.ble 4.4: P nt erce 'age lncrease ID ue 0 mlnl-l Ion Wl ou , R d t " 'nfla.f 'th t supercooling 
A Tc 1i Rc/~ percentage increase in R 
0 166 197 1.19 19% 

100 183 210 1.15 15% 
250 202 223 1.10 10% 

of the phase transition and will e.Lso be probably influenced by the rapid expa.nsion. 

Specific conclusions rega.rding this require a dete.iled study oHhe tra.nsition e.nd the 

effecl of mini-inflation. 

In our a.na.lyBis we consider he.dron phase as e.n ideal gas. One C8Il 'ta.k:e in to 

a.ccoun1. the interaction between the ha.dronic states also, for example, by including 

a. density dependent interaction between the ha.dronic states as done by Reins et. 

al (78). If this is done the coexistence temperature shows an increase by a small 

fa.ctor which does not ded conclusion much. Another question that can be ra.ised 

is regarding the effect of the inclusion of strange quarks in the quark-gluon phase. 

Murugesa.n et. al. (80) have shown that the inclusion of 8' qua.rk8' can lea.d to a 

slight decrease in the tra.nsition temperature. The effect of this slight decrease will 

only trtrengthen our conclusion. 

The effecl of mini-inflation on inhomogeneity may be a. dilution of the density 

inhomogeneity. If the iofia.tion is sufficient enough to smoothen the density in

homogeneity before nucleosynthesis, the primordial nucleosynthesis will become a 

homogeneous process, There also a. number of other problems BB well that the IBBN 
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model fa.ces. Only future works on the experimental side a.nd theoretical side ca.n 

clarify the exa.d sta.tus of the inhomogeneous nucleosynthesis model. 
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Appendix 
Modmed rates of fDJl'E important reactions 

No. Reactioll. Nuclear Reaction Rate (cm.'!., -lmole-1 
]. P (n. '1) d 4.412 x]Q-

(] - 0.85~fl + 0.49OTg - 0.096~/2 

+ 8.47 x 10--'71- 2.80 x lO--C~fl) 
2. rLi (n • -V8Li 3.144 x1o' 

3. 'Be (n • p) 'Id 
+4.26 x ]o'79l1/2 exp( -2.ti16/.l9) 
2.67ti x1o' 

x (1 - 0.500t,/:l + 0.17979 - 0.0283T,/2 

+2.21 x 10-"71 - 6.85 x lO-'~/I) 
+9.391 x 1r1T:fT, -liP 

+4.461 x lO'T,-lI/lexp(-O.074.86fr.) 
T9ca = IT,/(l + 13.~T,») 

.(. lIHe(8 t p)T 7.21 ]rI J 1 - 0.5~/l + 0.2287i) 
s. uB (n , '1) uB 7.29 xl 

6. d (p , '1)l1He 
+2.40 x 10311-lI/lexp( -0.2~/T,) 
2.65 x10' 
11-213 exp( -3. 12Of'I!P) 

x (1 + 0.1127!/3 + 1.99T,:lp 

4/3 5/4) + 1.5671 + 0.16279 + 0.32419 

7 LOBe (n , 4He) rLi 5,(11 x1r1 

8 'Id (n • T) 4He 2.54 x 10" + T, -3/1 exp( - 2.39/T,) 
9 d (d, n) 4He 3.9S x1r1T,-2/3 

exp( -4.259/19 Lp) x (1 + 0.0f1ifI',LI3 

10. d (d p) T 

+ 0.76579 'JIB + 0.525Tt + 9.6] x 10-3194/8 + 0.0167!/3) 

4..17 x1r1 

112/3 exp( -"!JJj8/Tg' ~ 
x(l - o.OO8T,LP + 0.518T,'13 + 0.35519 
-0.010Tg4P - O.Olfrr,l/3 

11. T (d, n) 4He 1.063 x10u 

19-:l/3ex:pl-4..559/T,1/3 - (T,/o.07U)~ 
( 1.'1 :l/3 x 1 - 0.002T, - 0.375tfl', - 0.24279 

+33.82194.'1 + 55.m;s") + 8.O.t7 x 10'T,-:l/3 exp( -0 . .(857 fr.) 
12. T (0 , '1) rLi 3.002 x10' 

19-:l/3exp(_8.('S)/Tgl~ x (1 + 0.05161',1/3+ 

O.022!rI',:l/3 + 

8.828 X 10-lIT, - 3.28 x 10-4T,4/3 - 3.01 x 10-4 r,5/3) + 5.100 x 105 
5"'r. 3/2 ( rr. 1/3) T.. , ex:p - 8.068 .. 

Tt. = Tt/(l + 0.13'78T,) 



13. ;sHe (d • p) 4He 5.021 xlO'u 

T, -'13 eJtPl-7.1«fI',l/3 - (T./0.270)'] 
1/3 '/3 (1 + 0.0581i + 0.0031'/.4 + 0.245 

4/3 5 19 + 6.9'7Tg + 7.197i ) 

14. 3He (a • 'i) 'Be 
5.212 x lOSTIl-1/2up(-1.762/T.) 
4.817 xll1 
11 -'13 eJtP( -14.964fI'1l1/3) 

x(l + 0.0325TgIP -loo'( x 10-3'19'13 - 2.37 x 10--'1'. 
-8.11 XlO-'T,'/3 - 4.69 x 10-'T,5~ 
+ 5.938 Xl~ .. "'r,-3Pex:p(-12.8S9/T~~ 
T .. = '19/(1 + 0.1071T.) 

15 7Li (p • a) 'He 1.096 xH1T,-s/3exp(-8.472/T.l~ 
-4.8330 x lOST.!"19-3/2ex:p( -8.472/T~f3) 
+1.06 x lotorll-3/2eJtP(-30.442/T~") 
+ 1.56 x lOST.-2./3expl-8.472/T./3 - (T./l.696)2] 
x(l + O.o.t9't,/3 - 2.507!P + 0.8607'11 + 3.5zr.'/3 + S.lllTg5,,) 
1.55 x 111113/2 exp( -4.478/T1l) 
T,. = 129/(1 + 0.7597'.)] 

16 3He (n • ...,) "He 6.62 (1 + 0.9OST1l) 
17 d (n • ...,) T 6.62 xlot (1 + 18.97'.) 
18. 3He (n • ...,) "He 6.62 (1 + 9(529) 
19. 'Be (n , ...,) "He 2.05 xIO'(l + 37607',) 
20 -Li (n , T) 4He 1.25 xlOS + 3.65 x Id1T,-3/2exp(-2.53/T,) 
21. lOBe (n , 4He) TLi 5.08 xl()1 
22. "He (d • ...,)-Li 3.01 xlot 

11 -2.13 exp( -7.42fI',l/3 

(1 + 0.0567',1/3 - 4.85T,2/3 + 8.8519 - 0.58519',0 - 0.5SfIi&/3) 
+ 8.55 x lot m/2e1tp( -8.~/Ii) 

23. 4He (T • ...,) TLi 1.23 xlot rr,'/3exp(-8.lll/Iil f3 x 
(1 + 0.05~/3 - 0.71sT,/3 - 0.25829 

24. "He caHe , ...,) Tae 
+ 0.272'fJ"/3 + 0.~f3) 
5.79 xl I,. IT'. /2 ( /71 1/3 T.. ,exp -12.826 .. 
Tt.. =19/(1 + 0.(0519) 

25. TLi ("He, ,.,) HB 3.55 xlO' 
Tg -213 exp( -18. 79/111/3 - (Tt/l.326)Lf2) 

(1 + 0.0227!f3 + 1.w!f3 + 0.239Tt + 2.207!P + 0.869T,~ 
1.91 Xlo'rl!P exp(-3.484/Tt) + 1.01 x 10'mexp(-7.'JJJ9/T.) 
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26 ·He (0. I ,.,) "Be (2.S9 xl0-
1«1 + O.M4Tg)7t) exp( -1.002/1i) 

27. ILl (P I 0.) 4He 8.6S xlo" 

r,2
f.1 exp(-8.S2rtt - (T,/2.1)3)~ + 2.31 

Xloer,3/2 exp( -4.64/I'9) 
28. lBe (0. I p) 4He 4..02 x loa 
29 'Be (p • d) "He 2.11 X10'1 

79'/3 exp( -10.3'9/~J3 - (1't/0.520)') 

(1 + O.~p + 1.00T,P + 0.307r, + 3.217!P + 2.307!~ 
+ 5. '79 x loa /T, exp( -3.046/T,) + 8.50 x la'rz:14 ex:p( -5.801T,) 

30. 'Li (0 I D.) uB 2.05 xl0'-4 

~"''l93/2 exp ( -19.461/I'.) 
Tt. = Tg 1(1 + T,/Utl) 

31. 3H (p • D.) 3Ha 7.07 xla' 

(1 - 0.1ST,/2 + O.098Tg)ex:p( -8.863/1;) 

32- 3H b. D.) "He 1.61 x 10" !I!P 
exp( -4.812tt.~ 

33. :lHe (T • d) "He 
(1 + o.~fJ - O.4.55T,fJ - O.212T, +O.1487!JlI +O.22S~P) 
5.46 x10" 

1't!' rr.12 exp( -1.133tt9&~ 
T .. = Tg/(l + 0.12879) 

34- ·u (d. 0.)1Be 1.,(8 x IOl' I1f3 

exp( -IO.I35/T,P 
35. 'Li (d I p)TU 1.48 X 10'2 /1i2 /3 

ex:p( -IO.I3S/T,fJ 

36. TU (d , p) 'Li 8.31 x loB rr.fJ 

exp(-6.998/T.) 
37. TU (T , n) 'Be 1.4 Xlo'LjT,fJexp(-11.333/7!fJ 

38. 'u (d, 0.) 'Be 3.22 xIO'-L /T,2/3exp( -IO.3S? /7!JlI 

39. 1U (T • D.) 41le 8.81 xlo'L tr.P jT,JlI exp( -1l.333/7!J3 

40. TBe (3JIe • p) "He 6.11 XlOUtr.Pexp(-2I.793/~/3 
41. TU (3JJe • p) "He 1.11 xlOUI1f3ex:p(-I?989IT,J3 

42- TBe (3Jl • p) "He 2.91 x 10'-' ~ exp(-I3.119/T,J3 
43- TU (p , ,.,) "He Rate of raction 15. 

+ 1.56 XIOS/T,J3exp(-8.412/7!JlI - (10/1.696')') 
(1 + O.oorr,/3 + 2.-4.98T,J3 + D.86OT, + S.5187!JlI + O.Soo!JlI) 

1.'" x Ir1ft:12 exp( -10. 70 /T,) 
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